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ZABC: Welcome to Africa
BY ARI JAHJA AND ALI KHALIQ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER  AND STAFF WRITER
Zicklin Africa Business Club, a 
newly formed business club that fo-
cuses on increasing the awareness 
of viable business and investment 
opportunities on the African conti-
nent, hosted their premier event ti-
tled “Welcome to Africa”. Th e event 
took place last Tuesday on the sev-
enth Floor in the Newman Library 
building during club hours from 
As the fi rst event  to ever profi le Af-
rica within Baruch College, many 
students were astounded at the 
interesting facts surrounding Afri-
ca’s emergence and stayed much 
later to chat with ZABC offi  cers and 
members of the panel.
Th e event focused on highlight-
ing the business and investment 
opportunities in African fi nancial 
markets. Th e program started with 
the four minute ZABC “Brand and 
Leadership” promotional video 
which gave the audience a brief 
introduction of ZABC’s offi  cers 
and the club’s goals. Th e video, a 
strategic marketing tool unused 
by any other club on campus, had 
also been featured a week earlier 
via Facebook on the group page of 
ZABC.
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NEWS EDITOR AND MANAGING EDITOR
 
Th e Undergraduate Student 
Government seems to be confused 
over who is responsible for adver-
tising open government positions, 
a problem since USG is charged 
with publicizing all vacant seats 
prior to an election.
Last Tuesday, Feb. 19, USG 
held elections for two upper eve-
ning senators and a lower evening 
senator. USG Secretary Monnica 
Honrade was asked if adequate 
advertising was done for the open 
positions prior to the election. She 
said there was advertising within 
USG’s suite and the Club Area.
Investigation of the Club Area 
showed there are no fl yers posted 
in the location. Frequent visitors to 
Club Area have no recollection of 
seeing the fl yers.
Sophomore Joseph Chung gave 
a distinct “no” when asked if he saw 
any advertising in the Club Area.
Baruch student Dharampaul 
Gopal echoed Chung’s statement.
Th e elections were not in Stu-
dent Life e-mails this semester. 
Senator Ben Guttmann, though, 
said he saw advertising done and 
that it is responsibility of Honrade.
“Yes, they were in the [Student 
Life] e-mail, and there were fl yers 
… to my knowledge they were ad-
vertised,” said Gutmann. “I don’t 
really know how [they were distrib-
uted]; the job of the secretary [is] 
to disseminate that information,” 
Guttmann added. He was able to 
identify only two fl yers for the up-
coming elections, both of which 
were in USG’s suite. After close ex-
amination of the lone fl yers found, 
Honrade was listed as the only con-
tact for more information.
Honrade, however, disagreed. 
“My marketing team no longer ex-
ists … I’m not the one who is re-
sponsible for that, it does not say 
[that] in the constitution.” 
USG Vice-President Mary-Grace 
Torres said, “Th e responsibility of 
advertising lies upon two entities. 
USG for obvious reasons [and] 
Ticker is responsible because they 
should be present in all meetings 
reporting for the student what USG 
has done so far. We announced the 
vacancy almost two weeks ago and 
it is in our minutes. Technically 
speaking, if it’s on the minutes, it 
is said on record and to the public, 
therefore the mere announcement 
should suffi  ce as advertising.”
In the past USG, and Honrade 
specifi cally, has made it a priority 
to utilize ad space within Th e Tick-
er, specifi cally on Sept. 2, 2007 and 
Oct. 17, 2007. 
SEE ZABC PAGE 3
Debate team on top
BY TAMARA FAZYLOVA
 CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Baruch’s Debate Team, which 
opened its proverbial doors to stu-
dents a few years ago, has reached 
regional recognition recently and 
is quickly proving to universities 
throughout the Northeast, that if 
there is one thing Baruchians can 
do, it’s argue.
February was an important 
month for the team, having held its 
second debate tournament at Ba-
ruch, replacing the usual host uni-
versities Columbia and NYU. Th e 
event, held on Feb. 2-3, proved a 
success with participants from var-
ious universities of the New York 
Coalition of Colleges: Dartmouth, 
University of Texas San Antonio 
and Columbia, to name a few. Even 
an international team was present, 
hailing from Slovenia, participating 
in the World’s Division.
Dmitriy Povazhuk and Ashley 
Vega ran the event on behalf of the 
Baruch Debate Team and are proud 
of the success of the team since its 
conception. With the help from the 
dean of the School of Public Aff airs, 
David Birdsell, the team has been 
able to participate in not only re-
gional competitions, but in nation-
al tournaments as well, challenging 
universities such as Harvard and 
Cornell.
Recently, Povazhuk and his 
partner from Columbia, as a hybrid 
team, have made inroads at region-
al competitions, winning fi ve out 
of six preliminary rounds. Hybrid 
teams such as this are making it 
easier for colleges within the Co-
alition, which is made up of CUNY 
and other local universities, to par-
ticipate without necessarily having 
a large team on their home cam-
pus. Th e Coalition allows colleges 
to share resources, which enables 
them to compete in the prestigious 
National Debate Tournament. Th e 
Coalition’s unanimously elected 
representative, Povazhuk, hopes 
to break through current barriers, 
which prohibit hybrid teams from 
competing on the national level.
Debating, Povazhuk states, “Th e 
most productive thing you can do 
on a college campus,” comparable 
to writing a dissertation. Prolonged 
periods of preparation, research, 
formulating arguments and speak-
ing in front of peers and judges pre-





On Friday, Feb. 29, a large office window 
on the in VC 13-251 was reported to be gutted 
at 4:40 p.m., when two repairmen arrived at 
the scene. Buildings and Grounds and Public 
Safety then closed off the 24th St. entrance at 
5:15 p.m. The window’s remains, inside Ac-
counting Professor Joseph Weintrop’s office, 
were pulled out of the frame and disposed of 
at about 8 p.m. Campus Peace Officers noted 
the hole would be covered with wood while a 
new window is ordered and delivered. 
It is unclear as to how the window broke, if 
the office was locked or not, or if anyone was 
inside at the time. The window was made of 
safety glass; the same kind used in bus shel-
ters, according to Steve Paintner, a BCTC me-
dia services technician, who was on hand at 
the scene. Paintner stated this kind of glass 
would not “send shards flying everywhere.”
WAYNE CHENG I THE TICKER 
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
STAFF WRITER
A Baruch college professor is 
part of a new, groundbreaking 
study regarding emerging infec-
tious diseases and the locations 
they are usually found in. Th e sci-
entifi c journal Nature featured an 
article on the study, which was 
eight years in the making.
Deborah Balk, the associate 
director of the CUNY Institute for 
Demographic Research and associ-
ate professor in the School of Pub-
lic Aff airs at Baruch, is one of the 
seven researchers who contributed 
to the study. Th e article is featured 
in the Feb. 21 issue of the science 
journal.
Th is study mainly concerns 
emerging infectious diseases and 
the countries with populations af-
fected by them. Th rough this study, 
Balk, along with other researchers 
from Columbia University found 
that countries of lower latitudes 
with tropical climates tend to har-
vest the conditions that start EIDs. 
According to Nature, countries 
like Africa, Latin America and Asia 
are the “hot spots” that are the cen-
ter of EIDs. Th e analysis and re-
search done by the group provides 
a model predicting where the new 
EIDs might emerge.
Th rough their research, they 
found about 335 diff erent areas 
where EIDS develop, named “EID 
events” in the study. Th e research is 
mainly based on a time period from 
1940 to 2004. 
Balk and her fellow co-authors 
of the study advocate for these 
countries to receive a re-alloca-
tion of resources to fend off  these 
diseases, similar to Europe and the 
United States, which are wealthy 
enough to have their own funding 
for research.
Balk started this research about 
eight years ago when she was at 
Columbia University, leading her 
to meet most of the research team 
she worked with on this study. Na-
ture was alerted about the study 
when one of Balk’s co-authors, 
Kate Jones, sent in their research to 
be reviewed. “Doing research was 
highly interdisciplinary; combin-
ing the social and earth sciences 
to address issues at a global scale,” 
Balk said. Th is study was some-
what diff erent to what she usually 
focuses on, which is normally de-
mographic issues in developing 
countries. Since this study required 
research on population distribu-
tion, though, Balk said she worked 
her knowledge into the paper as 
well as learning many new things.
Along with publishing this study 
in Nature to inform the masses on 
this developing problem, Balk ad-
mits to having learned as she re-
searched with her co-authors. 
Th e study provided a learning 
experience for every researcher on 
the project, allowing each one to 
learn something from one another. 
“Th is was a highly collaborative 
study. I knew nothing about zo-
ology prior to this study, but my 
co-authors knew much less about 
population distribution and growth 
than I do,” Balk added.
Aside from the obvious learn-
ing experience, a major focus of 
the study was on the analysis of the 
information they had on these de-
veloping nations and their history 
of EIDs.
“Th is study also shows the value 
of adopting a spatial framework 
for analysis. It was essential to this 
study, and will become more im-
portant in health and development 
studies in the future,” Balk said.
News
Myrna Chase immortalized in VC
BY MEGAN LAW
STAFF WRITER
On Monday, Feb. 25, the Board 
of Trustees of the City University 
of New York approved the naming 
of the “Myrna Chase Conference 
Room,” which is located in the Ver-
tical Campus, Room 8-262. 
Carol Abrams, chief communi-
cations offi  cer at Baruch College, 
explained, “On occasion of her re-
tirement and in celebration of her 
long and illustrious career at Ba-
ruch College, the College request-
ed the naming of the Myrna Chase 
Conference room in her honor.” She 
added, “Dr. Chase joined Baruch 
College as a European intellectual 
historian in 1971.” Since then, she 
has been the Dean of the Mildred 
and George Weissman School of 
Arts and Sciences.
 Abrams also made note of 
Chase’s many achievements. She 
said, “[Dr. Chase] received honors 
as a Fulbright and Mellon Scholar, 
founded the Feit Interdisciplinary 
Humanities Seminar, chaired the 
Weissman Curriculum Committee 
for many years, and was instru-
mental in the creation of the Ba-
ruch Honors program.”
 Abrams added, “She quickly 
became known as a campus leader 
and over time served as chair of 
the history department, campus 
facilitator for the College’s last full 
Middle States accreditation review, 
and eventually, in 2000 or 2001, 
as interim provost and senior vice 
president for academic aff airs. In 
these roles she earned a reputation 
as a tireless advocate for students 
and faculty alike. 
Dr. Chase is also one of only two 
faculty members who have won all 
three of the College’s Presidential 
Excellence Awards for scholarship, 
teaching, and service.”
When asked why she chose 
to teach at Baruch, Chase said, “I 
chose Baruch because I believed in 
public education (and I have cho-
sen it several times since when oth-
er opportunities were available for 
the same reason). In the early ‘70s 
there was strong feeling among 
people of my generation that the 
country had to change radically 
and that public education, espe-
cially CUNY with open enrollment 
or state schools that admitted all 
the high school graduates was the 
place to make that change hap-
pen. I think it is diffi  cult for young 
people today to understand how 
strongly the Vietnam War had af-
fected us in terms of wanting to 
make a diff erent world. Th ere are 
some similarities to today I sup-
pose but there was little feeling of 
withdrawing into one’s career and 
family in my group of friends.” 
Chase also described Baruch 
when she fi rst began working here. 
“Baruch had just become a free-
standing college in CUNY, separate 
from CCNY and most of the senior 
faculty were CCNY faculty or City 
Downtown and the courses were 
all base courses taken from CCNY 
so curriculum had to be built to be 
a real college and not just the busi-
ness courses-that was exciting,” 
says Chase. “Th ere were almost no 
women who were full-time; there 
weren’t even very many day school 
women students-in my fi rst intel-
lectual history course there were 
35 advanced students and only one 
woman in the class. Th e junior fac-
ulty taught a lot of their courses in 
the evening where there were older 
students and African-American, 
Caribbean and Hispanic students.”
Th ere are several noticeable 
diff erences. For instance, she said, 
“One of the big changes I see is 
that there is much less division be-
tween day and evening than there 
was then students are younger 
now and though students were di-
verse in background, ethnicity, and 
class, they were to nearly as diverse 
and international as they are now, 
which is very special. 
Chase made note, “[the] junior 
faculty are very active in build-
ing the college. Students are much 
more active now than they were 
then we didn’t have an honors pro-
gram when I fi rst started, liberal arts 
were only basic courses but when 
there was an advanced liberal arts 
class or an activity like Th e Ticker 
or the school play the students who 
wanted to participate or learn that 
subject were all there because there 
weren’t very many seats available.”
Over the span of her 37-year 
career at Baruch, Chase has made 
many memories. She shared some 
of the most outstanding ones. 
She says “I will never forget the 
responsibilities as provost when 
9/11 took place and the inspiring 
ways our students and many of 
the faculty rose to the challenge of 
carrying on.” She recalls, “Th e ac-
tual opening of the VC was pretty 
thrilling and it was only 11 or 12 
days before that after years of plan-
ning and hundreds of meetings and 
preparations.” In addition, Chase 
said, “I will always remember my 
excitement the fi rst graduation in 
Madison Square Garden when all 
the schools and classes completely 
fi lled it and similarly this last year 
when I walked into the gym for the 
fi rst learning community session 
that had to meet there and was 
struck by the reality of almost 1,000 
students in the program seeing the 
numbers is a whole diff erent expe-
rience from planning for them or 
organizing the faculty for it or any 
of the kinds of decisions that are 
made every day. Numbers are not 
just numbers at Baruch they mean 
opportunity and achievement of so 
many fi ne people and I think they 
mean hope for a future.”
Chase continued, “I will never 
forget the night that Baruch basket-
ball won the city championship and 
the then acting president leaped 
out of the stands and ran across the 
fl oor to hug our coach the power of 
the emotion of that the whole his-
tory of being City downtown for 
so many of our alumni who could 
actually remember the famous City 
team that went to the two national 
fi nals NCAA and NCA and that Ba-
ruch had joined that tradition.” 
She also recalls “the story of the 
students running up the 16 fl oors of 
17 Lex to insist that the then presi-
dent close the school to protest the 
[Vietnam] war. Th e president had 
turned off  the elevators so that the 
students couldn’t get to his offi  ce.” 
In essence, Chase said, “Most of 
my memories are individuals and 
classes like the Feit Seminars or 
Great Works and colleagues who 
are no longer with us or those who 
are still here making Baruch great.”
Chase was informed of the 
dedication by President Kathleen 
Waldron. “I heard about it from the 
president, who is a very thoughtful 
person, when she said she was go-
ing to ask the Board. of Trustees if it 
was possible and I was very moved 
because it is a very tangible thing 
to have my name on something at 
Baruch. I think of all who have been 
and are important to Baruch and I 
am moved.”
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The VC 8-262 conference room has been named in honor of Dr. Myrna Chase, above.
NATURE.COM
Locations across the globe with the highest concentration of emerging infectious diseases are depicted in red, above.
Professor Balk targets infectious disease hot spots
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ZABC’s professional structure 
of being run as a corporation was 
outlined by the club’s Chief Execu-
tive Offi  cer and President Ismoila 
Alli-Balogun, who gave the wel-
come address stating, “Our [club’s] 
members are called shareholders 
because they have an intimate in-
terest in seeing us redefi ne African 
ingenuity, hence, we are obliged to 
increase their knowledge of Africa 
by branding Africa’s emergence in 
the best way possible.” 
Alli-Balogun welcomed the au-
dience and explained the forma-
tion of the club was a milestone for 
Baruch, as similar Africa-focused 
business clubs have been estab-
lished in prestigious schools such 
as Wharton, in the University of 
Pennsylvania, and Harvard Busi-
ness School.
ZABC was recently profi led on 
the South Africa Chamber of Com-
merce in America’s newly formed 
“MBA Alliance” which brings to-
gether the leading clubs and orga-
nizations within America’s campus-
es that focus on the business and 
investment opportunities within 
Africa. ZABC is run by undergradu-
ate students of the Zicklin School 
of Business and was personally in-
vited to the Alliance by Euvin Nai-
doo, president of the South African 
Chamber of Commerce in America, 
who is a Harvard MBA and a McK-
insey alumnus.
In observation of the found-
ing rationale behind the club, an 
inspirational video was aired. Th e 
video, introduced by Emmanuel 
Onyenyili, chief  investment of-
fi cer of ZABC, was a speech deliv-
ered by Euvin Naidoo that opened 
TEDGlobal 2007 (“Africa: Th e Next 
Chapter) in Arusha, Tanzania in 
June 2007. Euvin Naidoo’s remarks 
about the continent revealed 
groundbreaking statistics about the 
African economy. He captivated the 
audience and received applause 
both in the video and in the New-
man Library hall for his candor and 
exposition of African issues.
In appreciation of the global 
brand ZABC brings to Baruch, John 
Elliot, Dean of Zicklin, delivered a 
heart-warming speech as the Guest 
of Honor.  He acknowledged the ef-
forts the student leaders of ZABC 
exerted in displaying Africa in its 
originality. Elliot was particularly 
pleased at the caliber of profession-
als and Baruch alumni present, one 
of which was Obinna Isiadinso, 
’97).
Th e event’s keynote speaker was 
Isiadinso, who graduated summa 
cum laude with a degree in ac-
counting and went on to graduate 
from Harvard Business School with 
an MBA in 2002. While at Baruch, 
he acquired an investment bank-
ing internship with Smith Barney 
through Sponsors for Educational 
Opportunity, worked at Donaldson, 
Lufkin & Jenrette, turning down an 
off er from Goldman Sachs & Co. 
However, it was at Harvard Busi-
ness School that Isiadinso decided 
to “get back into Africa.” Isiadinso 
is currently managing a long/short 
hedge fund called Monolith Africa 
Investment Fund, which has about 
$7 million in capital under man-
agement.
Isiadinso and six other Africa 
business specialists were sched-
uled to participate on the “Dimen-
sions of Africa” panel, which was 
moderated by ZABC chief informa-
tion offi  cer, Claire Lui, an account-
ing major. Th e panel discussed the 
broader factors driving African 
capital markets, business and in-
vestments while exploring why in-
vestment banks, mutual and hedge 
funds invest in African securities in 
spite of the threats and institutional 
hurdles. 
Interestingly, the “Dimensions 
of Africa” panel also covered most 
sectors of Africa namely business, 
investments, tourism, fi lm,  edu-
cation and sustainability.  ZABC 
represented varying sectors of Af-
rica on the panel with the intent 
that Baruch students, faculty and 
professionals present could draw 
from all perspectives of the conti-
nent and extract the perfect blend 
of what Africa truly represents.
Th e panelists included Th omas 
S. Mims, CEO of Emerging Africa 
Ltd: Mahen Bonetti, founder and 
director of the African Film Fes-
tival Inc: Donna Katzin executive 
director of Shared Interest: Amini 
Kajunu, executive director of Work-
shop in Business Opportunities 
and Professor James Small, presi-
dent of Cultural Heritage African 
Tours. One panelist, Kofi  Boateng, 
chief operating offi  cer of the Africa-
America Institute was unable to at-
tend.
Th e panel’s discussion revolved 
around the economic and social 
development that many African 
countries are achieving while chal-
lenging the stereotypes of the Af-
rican continent. Despite coming 
from diff erent backgrounds and ca-
reer paths, the panelists expressed 
their common belief in the vast op-
portunities in Africa. 
When asked about the invest-
ment opportunities in Africa, Mims 
highlighted that “the downside 
risks … are much slimmer than be-
fore because the momentum is to-
ward the upside; the attractiveness 
of Africa is evident when we see 
that China is investing $20 billion a 
year in African markets.”
Th e event attracted a diverse Ba-
ruch audience of students, alumni 
and faculty members from all three 
schools. Sabine Clarice, a student 
of the School of Public Aff airs and 
native of Ivory Coast, appreciated 
the portrayal of Africa by the panel 
speakers. “It’s true that [there is] 
political turmoil in Africa but it is 
quite exaggerated by the western 
media,” she said. Asked if the event 
changed his perception of Africa, fi -
nance major Daniel Rincon said, “I 
was surprised at how much growth 
the African markets have experi-
enced recently given the usual pre-
conceptions that most people have 
concerning the continent.”
Owing to the professional na-
ture of the Zicklin Africa Business 
Club, the six panelists were each 
given a bottle of wine from a com-
pany called Seven Sisters. Th e com-
pany’s challenging startup story 
by seven South African sisters em-
bodies the entrepreneurial spirit of 
Africa, while accentuating the rich-
ness in quality and story behind 
each bottle.
Th e event concluded with the 
serving of African cuisine and open 
fl oor networking amongst the audi-
ence, panelists and ZABC offi  cers. 
Upon exit, audience members were 
given thank-you cards signed by 
ZABC offi  cers and reminded to stay 
watchful of future ZABC events.
Zicklin Africa Business Club premiers
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Obinna Isladinso, a Baruch alum, manages the Monolith Africa Investment Fund.
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Th e foundation of American democracy, 
as expressed by Th omas Jeff erson, states that 
all are created equal. One cannot judge oth-
ers based on color, religion, sex or sexual ori-
entation. 
Along with millions of other children, I 
learned this concept as early as the second 
grade. It’s funny enough that I now come to 
the realization that most people have long 
forgotten what they learned in school and 
take it upon themselves to decide whether or 
not a person deserves certain rights.
Put your newspaper down and look 
around. Every day, hour and second, a per-
son is discriminated against. It is the African-
American who didn’t get served in a restau-
rant. It is the woman who didn’t get the job. It 
is the Arab who was searched in the airport. 
It is the gay couple who is denied the right to 
get married. Th is seems contradictory to the 
fundamental beliefs and ethics of our nation 
because, supposedly, “all men are created 
equal.”
Some say that gay marriage is wrong in the 
eyes of religion. May I recall that our govern-
ment is based on separation of church and 
state? Th erefore, the right to freedom “of” reli-
gion should also include the right of freedom 
“from” religion. In addition, certain religions 
have no problem with gay marriages. Many 
Buddhist sects, for example, celebrate gay 
relationships freely and would like to have 
the authority to make them legal marriages. 
So, if one believes in religious freedom, then 
opposition to gay marriage based on certain 
religious beliefs is simply hypocritical.
Others are afraid that gay marriage will 
slow down human reproduction. Th ere are 
approximately 6 billion people on this plan-
et. Seriously, that’s not enough? Th ere are 
so many people on Earth that some serious 
thought should be given to controlling the 
population growth. In China, there is even 
a limit for most families to only have one 
child.
Th e benefi ts that come with marriage go 
beyond the obvious declaration of love. Mar-
riage also brings great social and economic 
benefi ts such as joint tax returns and auto-
matic inheritance in the absence of a will, as 
well as other benefi ts such as annuities and 
pension plans. 
Many homosexual couples want to adopt 
children. Not only is denying them this right 
unfair, but it also does not seem logical. 
Th ink of all the unwanted orphans who could 
be adopted and provided with a home, while 
providing the couple with benefi ts they, as 
human beings, deserve.
It is only just in the previous century that 
women were considered physical property 
of their spouses and could not vote, that 
African-Americans could not enter public 
spheres such as movie theatres and buses. 
By not legalizing homosexual marriage, we 
are only going back in time instead of moving 
forward. Under no circumstances does tradi-
tion constitute discrimination.
As long as the United States denies ho-
mosexuals the rights heterosexuals have, the 
words in the Pledge of Allegiance, “liberty 
and justice for all,” remain a sham.
MARIYA NIKOLAYEVA
Like many trends, Guitar Hero has swept 
up a good number of gamers, wrangled in 
by the awe inspiring hand-eye coordination 
that almost feels like playing an instrument. 
Almost. 
If someone is dumb enough to think that 
they are doing anything similar to the gui-
tar solos they are trying so hard to emulate, 
they are mistaken. Anyone who has actually 
picked up a guitar and tried to learn these 
solos is probably laughing at the fools who 
pretend to “riff ” with their most rock star in-
spired poses in their dorm room, surrounded 
by a bunch of drunk or stoned friends.
Of the game’s installments, the fi rst 
of interest is “Encore: Rocks the 80s,” the 
soundtrack of which is a tribute to some of 
the most overrated music to come out of that 
strange generation. Bands such as Ratt, Poi-
son and Twisted Sister have weak musician-
ship, but such large “rock star” factors they 
are easy candidates for the video game. 
Th e funniest of the bunch however, is the 
much talked about “Legends of Rock.” Th e 
“legends” are again overrated in almost every 
aspect, with a lineup featuring such bands as 
Kiss, AFI, Rise Against and Velvet Revolver, 
while skipping anyone worthy in favor of the 
“riff  appeal” of the tracks. 
But maybe you like these bands; I can re-
spect that. Maybe you enjoy pretending to be 
a rock star, because you just never wanted 
to take the time to actually learn an instru-
ment. Well, then, play the game and get in 
the mindset, and you will hopefully come to 
the realization that this game does nothing. 
Th is game, in which you play the parts cor-
responding with the notes on the screen, is 
all a farce. 
Let’s say you play the track perfectly. Let’s 
say you truly are a “guitar hero.” So, in all your 
mastery of the buttons, and perhaps after you 
put your excellent score on Youtube for all 
your friends to see, you actually realize what 
is being done. Playing this game is the same 
as listening to the CD of whatever track you 
were along with except that when you make a 
mistake, the guitar track cuts out.
So, listening to your awesome riff  and the 
CD are the same exact thing. And to be hon-
est, watching you riff  is only moderately en-
tertaining.
For all those addicted to this soulless 
franchise, you can eagerly await the new in-
stallment, “Guitar Hero: Aerosmith” coming 
this June. And just thinking about the selling 
out of Aerosmith in the past 10 years to such 
pitiful lows as this gives me the evidence to 
say that this franchise has nothing to do with 
music, and everything to do with image.
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Last week, some people came to my 
internship and happened to be from 
my hometown. Since we’re all from the 
same area, we automatically started 
speaking French. Th ough it was natu-
ral for us, the people around us kept 
exchanging looks and 
staring, a bit dumb-
founded. 
Th e whole thing re-
minded me of how fas-
cinating languages are 
— and how impressive 
an unknown language 
can be. Th is, in turn, 
got me thinking about 
how languages can 
make something sound fancy when you 
don’t know what they mean. Did you 
ever notice that, for example, a restau-
rant looks more expensive and “upper-
class” if you can’t pronounce its name?
Th is happened a few weeks ago when 
one of my friends told me about a French 
steakhouse called “Le Marais.” Granted, 
I can understand how the word might 
look appealing to non-French-speakers 
or anyone who can’t really pronounce 
it. So, if I translated it to “Th e Swamp,” 
would you still be as intrigued? I didn’t 
think so. 
Th e same thing happens with ac-
cents. Don’t people with foreign accents 
sound so much more cultivated and 
sophisticated? Take a British accent, for 
example. I don’t know too many ladies 
who don’t think that a man with a Brit-
ish accent is just that much sexier be-
cause of his accent. 
And even though he may be saying 
something very normal and unexciting, 
or something rude and disgusting, it still 
sounds really good. (I wonder if anyone 
thinks that of our English?) 
We do try to infuse English with a 
bit of classe sometimes. Ever hear those 
people who say moi instead of “me”? Or 
those who say hola instead of “hello”?
Better yet, we sometimes change 
words to make them sound foreign. 
One particular example comes to mind, 
and I’m sure you’re all familiar with it: 
Target. Isn’t it so much more fun to say 
“Tar-jay”? Personally, I’m all for it. Tar-
jay is great and deserves the fancy name. 
Plus, it just sounds better. 
Th e whole language thing also ex-
tends to the excitement we feel in learn-
ing a phrase in another language, how-
ever absurd, and regardless of whether 
or not we know its meaning. 
I remember a few years ago, a young 
cashier at a grocery store who, upon 
hearing my mother and I speak French, 
proudly told us that he knew some 
French. “Je sens la crème sure!” he ex-
claimed. I couldn’t hold back a small 
laugh at this man who had just declared 
he smelled of sour cream. To each his 
own, I guess. I’m sure if I knew how to 
say the same thing in Th ai, for example, 
I would say it to anyone within earshot. 
Th ere was also the memorable time 
when, a couple of months ago, some-
one told me: “Je suis un pamplemousse. 
What did I just say?”




Did you know . . . 
That for the fi rst time in the country’s history, more than one in 100 adults are in jail or prison? 
Tell us what you think at oped@theticker.org.
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Let’s face it, there are many advantages to 
being an American. But ever since I started 
following the 2008 presidential elections, I 
thanked fate, my parents, my grandparents, 
or whomever it was that put no responsibil-
ity on me to walk behind the curtain and 
press a button in favor of any of the candi-
dates. 
Th e choice would be too hard. Th e Clin-
ton-Obama race is 
splattered across the 
front page of every 
newspaper. It would 
be borderline impos-
sible as a black female 
to make that type of de-
cision. Th is campaign 
appears to play on two 
very sensitive topics: 
race and gender. And 
no matter how many 
times the candidates 
say it doesn’t matter, it 
does. Your vote will not 
appear based only on 
a candidate’s capabili-
ties.
Do you support a smart, savvy female 
because you know it wasn’t until 1920 that 
women received the right to vote? Do you 
keep it in the back of your mind, as you cast 
your ballot, that because a woman made it 
this far after just 88 years of voting experi-
ence, you just have to support her? 
Or do you go for the man? He is an exam-
ple of black men in a country with an em-
barrassing history of violence and enslave-
ment of people based on the color of their 
skin. In the South, black people cast their 
fi rst ballots in 1965. Th at’s only 43 years of 
voting experience. Yet Barack Obama is 
making history as a strong candidate for the 
presidency. Al Sharpton was a nominee in 
2004, but can easily be forgotten because of 
his position in creating a further rift in race 
relations. Plus, he really didn’t have much of 
a chance. But now, there’s a high probability 
that a black man could win the presidency 
in 2008. 
He is competing against an equally com-
petent woman. And the responsibility is 
overwhelming. Th ey’re both similar yet dif-
ferent. Th e things at stake in this election 
are dividing families and making enemies 
of friends. Th is is one of the few times in 
American history that 
husbands and wives, 
parents and children 
will be voting diff er-
ently. People are form-
ing their own opinions 
about who deserves 
the presidency, and are 
not going by the party 
that their relatives and 
neighbors vote for.
Th e issues go be-
yond American politics 
and extend to world 
politics. Both can ei-
ther be positively or 
adversely aff ected by 
the results of this nom-
ination. Nationally, there’s the question of 
universal health insurance. Should one fa-
vor mandatory coverage only for children, 
or insure everybody at the risk of no one be-
ing covered when the time comes to put the 
policy into action?
Th ere’s foreign policy. Do we put the 
responsibility on a man with little to no in-
ternational policy experience but excellent 
oration skills, or on the woman married to 
the man some think did it best? 
Th ere’s the decline of the economy and 
the state of the environment. And then 
there’s loyalty to your race or sex. Th is morn-
ing, I woke up and realized that I couldn’t 
make a decision and I was glad that, not be-
ing a citizen, I didn’t have to. Th is is one of 
those times when, though indecisiveness is 
easier, a choice has to be made.
Decision 2008:
dem’s a tough call
SIMILOLUNVA E. OJURONGBE
I love Kanye West’s music. So much so 
that seven of my friends and I had decided to 
get nosebleed seats at Madison Square Gar-
den for his “Glow in the Dark” tour.
I volunteered to call TicketMaster when 
tickets went on sale. When they did, I got 
through the phone system and waited for 
a representative. Seven minutes 
later, Jennifer picked up. I 
was feeling pretty lucky 
— less than a minute 
later, she had found 
eight tickets for 
me. Th e catch: 
they were in six 
diff erent sec-
tions. I asked 
her to search 
again; I wasn’t 
going to a con-
cert with seven 
of my friends 
and sitting with 
only one of 
them. Common 
sense told me that 
was a stupid idea. 
Th en again, Ticket-
Master does not use any 
common sense.
After another fi ve minutes, as 
tickets dwindled from massive sales, Jen-
nifer found eight tickets, three together and 
fi ve scattered. Seeing this as my best option, 
I asked to buy these tickets. “I can’t retrieve 
them from the system,” she told me. “It’s just 
too busy to even get the tickets.”
Another 10 minutes, tickets continued to 
sell, and she was only able to snag me sev-
en tickets. I’d settle for that. But again, they 
could not be retrieved. I sat in silence while 
Jennifer battled the system. As time passed, 
the tickets she was able to “catch” decreased. 
I tried to buy six, fi ve, four, then down to only 
two.
I was pissed. I had called to buy eight tick-
ets. I wasn’t going to buy only two.
After 45 minutes, I couldn’t take it. I asked 
for the conversation reference number, the 
phone number to fi le a complaint and asked 
to speak to her supervisor. She put me on 
“courtesy hold” while she tried to fi nd the 
number for complaints. It didn’t exist. 
Th e best option, she told me, 
was to send an e-mail. And 
the supervisor would 
not be able to help me 
out because he had 
no special access 
to the system. 
Also, though 
TicketMaster 
warns you that 
your call “may 
be recorded 
for quality and 
training pur-




desperate, I asked 
Jennifer to fi nd as 
many tickets as she 
could. She was able to 
fi nd but again, she could not 
retrieve them from the system. So 
she put me on hold and three minutes later, 
there were no tickets.
I know there was a competitive crowd for 
those tickets, but this was ridiculous. After 
such eff ort, I felt that my friends and I de-
served tickets. I had done everything right 
but it was always impossible to retrieve tick-
ets from the system. TicketMaster is a cheat! 
I played the game fair, and now the $50 
tickets I could have had are for sale on broker 
sites for much more.
 Th is is not the only time I have been 
cheated by TicketMaster, but it is certainly 
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Jobs for international grads
BY JIAYAN HUANG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
On Tuesday, Feb. 26, guest 
speakers Allen Wernick, immigra-
tion lawyer, chair of CUNY Citizen-
ship and Immigration Project and 
Baruch College professor of law; 
and Marisa DeLaCruz, director of 
International Student Service Cen-
ter, discussed the various possibili-
ties for international students after 
graduation. Th e event was hosted 
by Executives on Campus as one 
of their weekly Job$mart Career 
Hours and focused on sponsorship 
and employment challenges for in-
ternational students.
Baruch College, consistently 
ranked as one of the most diverse 
colleges,  consists of approximately 
10 percent international students. 
Th e international student’s tu-
itions are double or more than the 
amount non-international students 
are paying, the payments depend 
on the number of credits in the en-
rolled courses. While studying at 
Baruch, international students are 
only able to seek four types of em-
ployment: on-campus jobs, cur-
ricular practical training (CPT), off -
campus Job and optional practical 
training (OPT).
DeLaCruz started by briefl y dis-
cussing the application process for 
OPT, which is an employment op-
tion available to most F-1 and J-1 
students. Th ese options helps stu-
dents gain work experience before 
returning to their home country 
to help them secure relationships 
that may lead to work in the United 
States. OPT gives these students 
permission to work for 12 months 
after graduation. However, if the 
students already work at a graduate 
center, they do not qualify or have 
the option to apply for OPT be-
cause they already used their given 
permission.
 Students can apply as early 
as four months prior to gradua-
tion and are not required to have 
proof from their employers. If ap-
proved, the applicant will receive 
a photo identifi cation card with 
the beginning and ending dates of 
employment. Students were also 
encouraged to attend the monthly 
workshops conducted by the Inter-
national Student Service Center to 
better understand how the actual 
procedure works.
Next, Wernick discussed what 
H-1B status is and how to apply for 
this option. In order to get H-1B sta-
tus, the applicant must have at least 
a bachelors degree that is related 
to particuluar job duties. In addi-
tion, the applicant cannot petition 
for this status him or herself, but 
they can through an employer. Th e 
employer can be an individual, a 
partnership, or a corporation, even 
if that employer is the sole owner of 
the corporation.
Every year, there is a certain 
quota of H-1B status that can be 
granted, and once that quota is 
fi lled, students cannot get the H-1B 
title. Th ere are only 65,000 applica-
tions available. Th is status is very 
popular and is usually taken up 
within one day. Th ose with a mas-
ters degree, have a better chance of 
being granted H-1B status because 
there are an additional 20,000 ap-
plications available.
Because the H-1B status is tak-
en up so quickly, there are other 
alternative visas available if H-1B 
is not granted. Applicants can ap-
ply for H3, which is a trainee visa. 
Th is visa does not require a degree 
but it can only be obtained from an 
organized training program. Th e 
application must include details of 
learning materials and show that 
the training program is not avail-
able from the applicant’s home 
country. Another alternative is 
sending the employee abroad for 
a year, which must be from an in-
ternational company, and the em-
ployee can return with an L1 status. 
Th is is a benefi cial alternative be-
cause the employee will be placed 
in a special category for permanent 
residence.  Th ere are over 30 other 
kinds of alternative visas, including 
O-1, Investor and Journalism.
Th is event exploring options for 
international students was con-
ducted in a question and answer 
format, creating a comfortable set-
ting. Th e career hour lasted longer 
than an hour as the students were 
engaged and interested in how they 
can overcome some of the employ-
ment diffi  culties they may face cur-
rently or in the future.




upon request” has become 
the standard, if not automat-
ic, category placed in most 
resumes when searching for 
a job. Having personal refer-
ences can play an extremely 
important role in presenting 
oneself in the best light.
References are very impor-
tant to have for a job applica-
tions and scholarships, as well 
as graduate school. Prepar-
ing a list of references as well 
as recommendation letters 
should be done prior to any 
application process. Do not be 
shy in approaching a former 
professor, supervisor, mentor 
or even a co-worker, to ask if 
you may use them as a per-
sonal reference. Every student 
should be courteous enough 
to ask for their permission 
before hand and respect-
ful enough to not press them 
about the subject matter. As-
sistant director of the Starr Ca-
reer Development Center, Dr. 
Ellen Adelman Stein, stated 
that a simple “Would you be 
comfortable writing a letter 
of recommendation for me?” 
is a polite way to ask without 
placing a lot of pressure on the 
person.
It is not recommended to 
ask a professor who never got 
a chance to distinguish you 
from the rest of your peers. 
Refrain from asking a relative 
or a signifi cant other because 
they can only evaluate your 
personality rather than the 
performance of  your profes-
sional experience and quali-
fi cations. 
Th e key is to start early; af-
ter receiving permission, it is 
recommended to send each 
person a copy of your résumé 
as a review of your skills and 
have them proofread the in-
formation afterwards. Th e for-
mat of the personal reference 
should be done in the same 
format as the résumé. Th e 
heading is located on the left, 
along with the name, address, 
contact information and rela-
tionship of the person to the 
candidate. Th e reference sheet 
should not be attached to your 
résumé, it should be either 
sent as a separate document 
or presented at the interview.
Don’t wait until it’s too late 
and an employer asks for your 
references. Start gathering 
personal references to  help 
you get the jobs you want. 
Nelgene Stiell, a junior at Ba-
ruch College, warns students, 
“Don’t do it at the last min-
ute, you may need references 
when you least expect it.”
Nassa Hosein, a graduate 
student, also stated, “It is al-
ways good to be prepared. It is 
a wise idea to get [references] 
as you go.”
Th e time to ask for letters 
of recommendations is now. A 
student will not lose anything 
by asking for a recommenda-
tion, but they will defi nitely re-
gret not asking when they had 
the chance. Being prepared is 





As most Baruch students will 
tell you, one of the fi rst economic 
issues on the mind of recent gradu-
ates is the unemployment rate. As 
we all know, or hope to assume, 
unemployment has been hyped as 
the thorn in our economy’s side; 
responsible for everything from 
lower governmental tax receipts to 
a higher crime rate. However, what 
role does unemployment really 
play in our economy and is it as bad 
as we have all been led to believe?
Since Alban William Phillips 
proposed a relationship between 
money wage changes and unem-
ployment in 1958, economists 
quickly assumed that unemploy-
ment and wage changes shared 
an inverse relationship, where-
upon higher employment could 
be achieved at the downside risk of 
increased infl ation.
However, after a stagfl ation-
ary period, a sluggish economic 
growth coupled with a high rate of 
infl ation and unemployment, in 
the 1970s, which was brought out 
by excessive demand side fi scal 
policy, the famed economists, Mil-
ton Friedman and Edmund Phelps, 
suggested that there was a natural 
rate of unemployment which ex-
isted in the long  run that could 
not be changed by a simple, if not 
expansive, demand-oriented fi scal 
policy.
Th is groundbreaking theory not 
only helped economists to under-
stand the turbulent times of high 
infl ation and high unemployment 
that under the conventional Phil-
lips curve was not supposed to 
exist, but also helped bring about 
a diff erent way of understanding 
unemployment; one that showed 
unemployment as a less dismal 
problem.
Aside from that brief lesson in 
economic history, why should we 
care about the natural rate of un-
employment? Simply put, some 
unemployment is healthy. Some 
would even venture to say that it 
is vital to our economic success. 
Th erein lies the diff erence located 
in the defi nition of unemployment. 
While we currently think of un-
employment as  being joblessness 
within a certain period of time, 
usually four weeks, it is necessary 
to categorize the diff erent types of 
unemployment, cyclical, frictional 
and structural unemployment.
Cyclical unemployment is a type 
of unemployment that varies with 
the business cycle of the economy. 
While it has been postulated that 
this type of unemployment could 
be eradicated, just like the business 
cycle’s ability to cut costs and boost 
effi  ciency, this type of unemploy-
ment helps reallocate labor into 
effi  cient sectors and to help com-
panies’ withstand economic hard-
ships.
Frictional unemployment in-
volves a temporary displacement 
of workers due to voluntary condi-
tions and preferences of labor. In 
other words, frictional unemploy-
ment describes people who are 
in the process of looking for other 
jobs or who are searching for new 
ones. Th is is greatly benefi cial for 
an economy because workers are 
not homogenous. A mismatch of 
labor and certain skill sets or pref-
erences leads to less than the ef-
fi cient output of productivity and 
in some cases, an actual decline in 
business growth.
Perhaps the most controversial 
type of unemployment is structural 
unemployment. We can clearly see 
this type of unemployment today 
present in the rapid rise of glo-
balization, moving labor into new 
markets and “taking away” jobs 
from Americans. Th is type of un-
employment includes a shift in the 
nature of the economy and which 
Americans have seen in action var-
ious times in the past 50 years.
During the last few decades we 
have moved away from an indus-
trial manufacturing economy and 
towards a services based economy. 
New York City no longer has indus-
trial parks or manufacturing facili-
ties working in the production of 
textiles or consumer goods, we have 
now shifted to providing fi nancial, 
healthcare and intellectual services 
to clients around the world.
While it is true that this can be 
the most painful of all unemploy-
ment,  it requires people to change 
their jobs and professions in order 
to adapt to changing economic 
circumstances. Individual’s for-
mer jobs sometimes seem to be 
exported to developing countries, 
attaining a higher level of effi  cien-
cy in the use of specialization and 
trade which has ultimately resulted 
in cheaper goods being produced, 
increasing  consumer surplus.
So before you worry about the 
latest news from the Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, you should be mind-
ful of the ways that unemployment 
is aff ecting our economy and how 
it has helped keep our economy 
dynamic in changing times, espe-
cially during globalization. With 
such positive benefi ts, it is almost 
as if there’s some kind of unem-
ployment rate that seems natural, 
so keep up with the times and up-
date those résumé.
Unemployment is necessary
Allen Wernick and Marisa DeLaCruz guide international students through the sponsorship process.
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CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Th e past few weeks have been 
great for anyone who is in the com-
modities trading sector. Gold has 
shot up to $1,000 an ounce, plati-
num to $2,000, oil during intraday 
trading reached $102 a barrel while 
wheat reached an all-time high 
when it increased by 25 percent. 
Among other cereal goods that did 
well were corn, soybeans  and oil 
seeds. 
Many industry analysts attribut-
ed the surge in prices to the energy 
crisis in South Africa, Kazakstan’s 
government decision not to import 
wheat until further notice and the 
fall of the U.S. dollar in relation to 
the Euro. Th ese reasons, however, 
do not address a major problem 
that is still prevalent: hunger. 
According to the survey con-
ducted by the International Mon-
etary Fund on Monday, Feb. 18, 
some of the world’s poorest popu-
lations in countries such as India, 
Sudan, Yemen and Egypt have de-
ceased their meal consumption 
down from three meals a day to 
one. Th e decrease stems from food 
being too expensive to buy. Th e Fi-
nancial Times reported on Feb. 25, 
even in rich nations such as the 
United States, people are going to 
face a 3 to 4 percent increase in ba-
sic cereal goods. Th is increase was 
recognized last year.
Th is information may just ap-
pear to  be  random facts and  num-
bers to non-fi nancial majors, but 
in reality these troubling numbers 
show that in a family of four, feed-
ing one more mouth will become 
much harder. Th e manipulated 
capitalistic society that we live in 
emphasizes the idea of constant 
growth, however, anyone who can-
not “grow” naturally falls behind. 
Th us, nations’ poor whither, suff er 
and  in many cases pay with their 
lives.
Some might argue that the gov-
ernments of those nations should 
intervene and introduce polices to 
aid the poor and that the farmers 
should  drive down prices.
Th is practice holds true in rich 
nations like the United States, 
but according to a report by Th e 
Economist, in its Dec. 8, 2007 is-
sue, those polices came at a huge 
cost. Th e magazine states, “Th e tril-
lions of dollars spent supporting 
farmers in rich countries have led 
to higher taxes, worse food, inten-
sively farmed monocultures, over 
production and world prices that 
wreck the lives of poor farmers in 
the emerging markets.”
An effi  cient solution to the prob-
lem is to actually work on changing 
the model itself. Unfortunately, that 
is not most likely to happen, at least 
not anytime soon. Th erefore, there 
should be a mandate to introduce 
solutions that work not just on the 
economic side, but also on the hu-
mane side. For example, Cornell 
University’s M.B.A. program is now 
requiring their students to apply so-
cial, economic and environmental 
conditions to their business plan.
Companies and corporations 
also have a duty upon to eradicate 
poverty for the 4 billion people who 
live on less than $2 a day. A prime 
example would be the joint eff ort 
between Garmeen Bank and multi-
ple French corporations to provide 
basic food goods that the poor can 
aff ord, like nutritious yogurt and 
oilseeds.
We are taught in economics that 
we are not created equal. However, 
there is no need to increase the gap 
between the classes of the rich and 
the poor because of a system that 
uses greed as its engine oil. It is 
unacceptable for people to live in 
starvation in the 21st century. We 
should stand up, fi ght it and stop it.





$1.50  Th e Euro set an all- 
time high against the dollar; its 
fi rst fi nish above $1.50.
11% Percentage increase in 
U.S. exports in the second half of 
2007, improving the U.S. current 
account defi cit. Th e lower for-
eign exchange value of the U.S. 
currency played a key role. 
86% Percentage of the $3.2 
trillion in daily currency trans-
actions around the world that 
involves the dollar. 
64% Th e dollar’s share of glob-
al central bank reserves as of last 
September, down 8 percent from 
its early 2002 peak of 72 percent.
8% Annual rate of growth of 
U.S. exports of goods and ser-
vices during the past four years, 
which is faster than the 7 percent 
growth rate of the 1990s. Accord-
ing to Th e Wall Street Journal, 
this is a diff erence worth more 
than $17 billion a year if it con-
tinues.
BLOGS.WSJ.COM
The Fed’s broad, trade-weighted 
index of the dollar against 26 cur-
rencies.
THE BIZ GIST
FALL OF THE GREENBACK
BY ANNA AULOVA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
 “Give Life” is one of the many 
slogans associated with blood do-
nations and transfusions, which are 
used in medical procedures for ac-
cident victims, hemophiliacs, can-
cer and surgery patients. Support-
ing this cause, Baruch College will 
host its own bi-annual blood drive 
this Tuesday and Wednesday in the 
multi-purpose room of the Vertical 
Campus.
Director of Student Life Carl Ay-
lman, who is in charge of the drive, 
has been donating blood three 
times a year for a while now. By per-
sonal preference, he donates in the 
summer and winter, two seasons 
which experience the least amount 
of donors due to minor colds and 
vacations. 
Aylman says there is a “critical 
shortage in New York right now,” 
emphasizing the need for blood 
donation. Anyone who chooses to 
may donate blood every 56 days, 
which is up to fi ve times a year.
On average, each blood drive at 
Baruch brings in about 300 produc-
tive units of blood (approximately 
one pint is taken from each donor) 
and in November 2006, our school 
became one of the top 10 blood 
drives in New York. 
Each semester, however, Stu-
dent Life strongly encourages as 
many students as possible to par-
ticipate because the need for blood 
transfusions never stops. 
Th e New York Blood Center’s 
brochure says “our community 
needs 2,000 donations a day to 
meet patients’ needs” and that “one 
out of three people will need blood 
sometime in their lives.”
America’s Blood Center’s web-
site has numerous stories from pa-
tients who are now leading healthy, 
productive lives because someone 
decided to donate blood.
It is important to make sure 
donors have a meal prior to giv-
ing blood because the body loses 
fl uid and needs energy during the 
donation process. Anyone who 
is healthy, weighs more than 110 
pounds and is at least 17-years-old 
can become a donor. Some medi-
cal conditions might prevent you 
from being able to give blood, such 
as exposure to hepatitis or the AIDS 
virus. 
If you have a cold or the fl u, you 
must wait until all the symptoms 
are gone, as well as wait a year after 
getting a body piercing or a tattoo. 
Also, staying in a diff erent country 
for a certain period of time, might 
withhold you from donating. 
If a student has allergies, takes 
birth control, has high or low blood 
pressure or certain types of cancer 
they are still able to donate. Before 
each donation a medical examiner 
will ask questions to ensure your 
eligibility. 
Th e process of donating blood 
at Baruch is simple and safe. Once 
you arrive at the multi-purpose 
room, a medical examiner will ask 
you a series of health questions and 
perform a “mini-medical test” by 
taking your body temperature and 
blood pressure. 
After the student signs eligibility 
forms, they are taken to the donor 
section of the room and are placed 
on a cot to begin drawing blood.
Depending on the individual, 
the amount of blood needed takes 
anywhere from 10 to 20 minutes, 
after which the student receives a 
small snack and is taken to a rest-
ing area. 
After giving blood, everyone is 
strongly encouraged to increase 
their fl uid intake and restrain from 
strenuous activities. 
A blood donation will take no 
more than an hour of  your time, 
but is powerful enough to “give life” 
to many others. Th ere are no risks 
to giving blood, only the benefi t of 
giving someone else a chance.
Features
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Blood drive drips life back into NY
Toastmasters beef up speaking skills
BY ERICA BIEBER 
AND LIA EUSTACHEWICH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER AND FEATURES EDITOR
One key quality that Baruch stu-
dents are drilled to strive for is be-
ing an infl uential public speaker. 
Regardless of how well you can 
crunch numbers or conduct re-
search, career success falls on your 
ability to sell yourself. Although Ba-
ruch off ers classes geared toward 
coaching you on gestures, proper 
speech and confi dence, there are 
other resources to help you sharp-
en those speaking skills.
Baruch Toastmasters is an or-
ganization that is one of 70 chap-
ters in New York alone. Currently, 
the Baruch chapter has about 50 
people and usually have meetings 
every Friday night at 6:15 p.m. that 
last for two hours. However, mem-
bers often times get together after 
meetings at the Grand Saloon, on 
23rd St. between Lexington and 3rd 
Avenue, for karaoke.
During each regular meeting, 
members conduct speeches on 
topics of their choice and are then 
given thorough feedback from fel-
low members. Evaluations of each 
speech include three things on 
which the speaker should improve 
and three things on which the 
speaker did well. 
Also, before speakers conduct 
their speeches, they are evaluated 
by a member with similar stand-
ing (a member who completed 
fi ve speeches can evaluate some-
one who delivered fi ve speeches or 
less). Th is allows for more analysis 
of specifi c parts of the speech, like 
the objective.
“Usually, I am nervous. I al-
ways try to relate to people when 
I speak,” said Nicholas Peters, a 
Baruch student and Toastmasters’ 
current vice president of public re-
lations. “Th e whole idea of speak-
ing in front of people is completely 
nerve-wracking, but it’s with Toast-
masters’ encouragement and my 
relatability goal that allows me to 
give the speech I intended to give.”
Both students and New York 
City residents in the nearby area 
can join the Baruch chapter of 
Toastmasters and will learn how to 
communicate eff ectively, enhance 
presentation skills and become 
better group leaders. Members 
receive the Competent Commu-
nication Manual  which contains 
speaking assignments  created to 
teach students the basic principles 
of public speaking. Th ese help-
ful guides range from eye contact, 
hand gestures, speech organization 
and other important basics that 
make students more eff ective com-
municators. 
Peters has been a Toastmasters 
member for three years now and 
joined in the hopes of improving 
his speech deliverance and learn-
ing how to communicate through 
media. He describes the organiza-
tion as being motivational and that 
each member adds a special touch 
to the greater whole.
“Each member provides [oth-
ers] with inspiring words, laughter 
or the reality that the No. 1 fear of 
public speaking can be change,” he 
said. “It feels great in that room; we 
are all bonded by a goal of improve-
ment.”
Although COM 1010, Baruch’s 
introductory public speaking 
course, is required to be complet-
ed by all students, Peters suggests 
that the class alone “might not be 
enough.”
“While the speech professors 
give grades and some good feed-
back, some students fi nd it diffi  cult 
or boring to deal with classroom 
requirements and may not want a 
place that has so much structure,” 
he said.
Toastmasters International or-
ganization was started in 1924 at a 
local YMCA in Santa Ana, Calif. It is 
a nonprofi t organization comprised 
of almost 220,000 members span-
ning 11,300 clubs internationally. 
Toastmasters International also 
have a Youth Leadership program 
that reaches out to junior and high 
school students in order to help 
them develop their speaking skills. 
“Before Toastmasters I always 
said ‘“I’m not sure’ and ‘I’m going 
to fail,’” said Peters. ‘Now I say, ‘I 
am sure,’ ‘I will” and ‘I can.’ It’s be-
cause I am a Toastmaster.”
COMPILED BY LIA EUSTACHEWICH
FEATURES EDITOR
Cheap tricks for a penny
Parents in Whitehouse Sta-
tion, New Jersey gave their two 
cents over the “excessive pun-
ishment” of 25 eighth grade 
students who paid for their 
school lunches with 200 pen-
nies last Th ursday.
According to one student, 
the lunch ladies “were very 
aggravated and thought they 
were being disrespected” by 
the students’ joke. Th e stu-
dents were punished with two 
days of detention.
Step away and drop the 
spork!
Police arrested a man in 
Anchorage, Alaska in an armed 
robbery. Peter Albert, 52, tried 
to steal another man’s watch 
and left four parallel wound 
marks. Th e alleged weapon? 
A spork. Albert’s  backpack, 
which was found nearby, was 
also strangely  full of sporks.
Squirrels live better than 
you
New York City squirrels 
are living the good life. Mark 
Garvin, the self-proclaimed 
protector of squirrels, paid “a 
couple hundred dollars” to 
have soft-pine boxes made 
and placed in trees at City 
Hall Park. “Th at whole park 
was coated in white dust [af-
ter 9/11],” Garvin said. “Th at’s 
when we got really deter-
mined.”
A fellow Baruchian gets educated on giving blood to someone in need. 
David Yi, co-president of Baruch Toastmasters, is one of 220,000 national members.
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BY SAMANTHA JOANN GARCIA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
You’ve just received an e-mail 
that reads “Jane Doe sent you a 
message on Facebook.” You quickly 
log onto your Facebook account to 
retrieve it and what do you see but 
all of your friends’ online activity!  
Facebook users have had 
enough, according to the dozens 
of anti-Facebook groups located 
conveniently on the website itself. 
Since its new “Face-lift,” users are 
not happy with the insane amount 
of applications.  
In an e-mail response, Vadim 
Vasiliev, a 21-year-old student at 
Bocconi University in Milan, Italy 
wrote, “I cannot say that I dislike 
the application idea … however, 
some applications are really annoy-
ing. After a while, I got so plagued 
by this Funwall application that I 
couldn’t stand it anymore.” Vasiliev 
is the founder of the “I Hate Fun-
wall/Superwall Group,” which 
currently has 4,808 members. 
He posted a petition on the 
group’s page protesting 
spam-fi lled applications.
Facebook applica-
tions can make viewing a 
friend’s page extremely 
frustrating. You might 
get bombarded with a 
wall, a Funwall, a Su-
per Wall and a Graffi  ti 
wall. With endless 
possibilities, 
w h e r e 
would you post your comment 
about Friday night’s get-together? 
Th ese new walls can be aggravating 
in addition to the video posts and 
gifts. Sure, it’s fun when a friend 
virtually “tickles” you, sends fl ow-
ers or even throws a sheep at you, 
but does the world of Face-
book really need to know 





is the news 
feed, which 
d e s c r i b e s 
every move 
you make on 
Facebook 
to your friends. Th is lack of privacy 
really gets under users’ skin. Amy 
Brown, a 21-year-old student at 
Vincennes University in Indiana, 
sarcastically said, “I’m sure every-
one is so interested about what I 
did at 10:32 on Sept. 3.”
Founded in 
2004 by Mark 
Z u c k e r-
b e r g , 
Facebook has been getting a lot of 
heat from its users because of the 
default news feeds, which can-
not be removed. Brad Stone of 
Th e New York Times wrote, “Some 
users claimed that they were not 
adequately warned about the fea-
ture, and the political activist group 
moveon.org organized a protest 
group on Facebook, which attract-
ed more than 70,000 members.”
Facebook has become a great 
way to keep tabs on people. “When 
I was friends with this girl a while 
ago, it bothered me that she knew 
I made a friend request to one of 
her friends,” said Rita Meoli, a 19-
year-old sophomore at Baruch. 
“On one hand, I feel that people 
should know who I’m 
friends with, but on 
the other hand, it 
shouldn’t be 
a n y b o d y ’s 
b u s i n e s s 
but my 
own.”
Th ere are, however, ways in 
which to manage what informa-
tion is available to the public. 
Facebookers can use the limited or 
block profi le setting to censor what 
other users have access to. Accord-
ing to Facebook, a limited profi le 
hides “certain information in your 
profi le from specifi c people.” 
Facebook isn’t the only online 
community receiving negative 
feedback. MySpace has been under 
the watchful eye of law enforce-
ment because of a rise in sexual 
predator activities.  
With MySpace headlining as the 
number one online pedophiliac 
headquarter, users fear that Face-
book is going down the same path. 
Many feel Facebook users are in 
danger and their  safety is at stake.    
Th e changes made by Facebook, 
although bothersome to many, 
don’t seem to bother all. “I love it. 
I am always interested in what peo-
ple are doing. Call me nosey,” said 
Ralph Pinsker, a 21-year-old stu-
dent at SUNY College at Oswego.
It’s true that some applications 
do make the Facebook experi-
ence humorous, but they can also 
be dangerous, especially now that 
high school students are able to 
access the site and build their own 
profi les, putting them at risk of be-
coming victims.  
Until Facebook rectifi es its 
privacy issues and overzeal-
ous use of applications, use 
your “Hotness requests” 
and “Vampire invitations” 
wisely.
Facebook gets face-lift, causes frenzy
Here’s lookin’ at you, kid. Facebook gets under the skin of many users with its applications and invasive news feed.
ILLUSTRATED BY DUSTIN WINEGAR I THE TICKER
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Thanks for being Kind
BY TODD BOGIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Somewhere it must have been 
written that all you need to make 
a great comedy is a crazy fat man 
with grand delusional ideas; give 
him an even-keeled best friend, 
maybe David Spade; throw in a 
calm good-hearted father fi gure 
who’s fi ghting with his morals over 
selling his old beliefs to the money 
of the new ways of thinking and the 
formula should be complete. Jack 
Black stars as that very comical fat 
man in Michel Gondry’s (Eternal 
Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, Sci-
ence of Sleep) new movie Be Kind 
Rewind. 
Compared to Gondry’s other 
works, which are thought-provok-
ing and need second viewings just 
to touch their surfaces, this was 
lighthearted with a feel- good fam-
ily vibe holding only small fl ashes 
of his signature imaginative ways. 
Although we are spared the cli-
ché view of Jack Black’s buttocks, 
every other aspect that we have 
come to expect from Black’s per-
sona is there.
 His character is once again a 
lazy friend who dreams big and 
never seems to shower. Black at-
tacked this role with the same 
uninspired shtick and unwashed 
wardrobe that he had in Orange 
County and Nacho Libre. 
Th e movie follows two friends: 
Mike, played by the always relaxed 
and talented rapping wordsmith 
Mos Def and his dumb friend Jerry 
(Black). Mike is the even-keeled 
responsible friend who helps run a 
video store with his older ambigu-
ous father fi gure Mr. Fletcher, who 
is played by the non-racist actor 
from the Lethal Weapon; Danny 
Glover. 
Th e movie takes place in 2008 
and is set in Passaic, NJ at a video 
store named Be Kind Rewind that 
only carries VHS; a movie rental 
store in New Jersey selling only 
VHS in the present time is one of 
the most realistic aspects of the 
fi lm. When Mr. Fletcher leaves 
town to scope out the new technol-
ogy of the DVD at a video chain that 
comes from the West and is taking 
over his market in the East (leav-
ing all globalization jokes aside) he 
leaves the store up to Mike.
 In typical Jack Black fashion, his 
character creates havoc by magne-
tizing himself then unknowingly 
erasing all of the VHS tapes with his 
mere presence. In order for Miss 
Falewicz, a kind old foster mother 
who is senile and played (with no 
irony) by Mia Farrow, to keep her 
from telling 
Mr. Fletcher of the tapes de-
struction, Mike and Jerry use an 
old camcorder to recreate the mov-
ies she wants to rent. Th e scenes 
of recreation are not only hysteri-
cal, at times but poignant reminis-
cences of old movie memories of 
yesteryear. 
One of the movies Mike and 
Jerry recreate is Ghostbusters. As 
they run through aisles of books 
dressed in tinfoil to reenact the fa-
mous library scene, one can’t help 
but feel nostalgic towards all mov-
ies as we’re reminded how much of 
our culture and lives are infl uenced 
by the cinema. 
Th e constant attempt of recre-
ating a past fi lm or “memory” is 
paralleled throughout the movie 
and juxtaposed to modern times: 
a bulldozer tries to destroy the old 
video store to make room for a 
newer business. 
After Mike and Jerry’s fi lms start 
to spark interest among their New 
Jersey community, they become 
local celebrities. Th is prompts Hol-
lywood and its lawyers to come in 
with modern machinery to destroy 
their homemade VHS tapes.
Be Kind Rewind tries to make 
many vague statements about race, 
but never brings any solid state-
ment to fruition, much like the odd 
sexual chemistry between Mike 
and Alma, Melonie Diaz, the female 
lead in all the movies they recreate. 
Th ere are many jokes about 
how Mike was black and Jerry was 
his white friend, which delivered 
in an apologetic way they were the 
audience. It’s as if Gondry feels the 
need to justify choosing a black and 
white man for his co-leads. I found 
this very distasteful and regretfully 
out of date. Race is portrayed with 
a VHS mindset in a Blue Ray world. 
Th eir race in contrast to their friend-
ship was an issue that doesn’t and 
should never have to be justifi ed in 
any manner, especially in a fi lm like 
this.
I left the movie feeling nostalgic 
and happy enough to have received 
my fair share of laughs. Like all of 
Gondry’s fi lms, you could watch 
the movie on mute and be blown 
away by the look of it. Th e images 
and colors are uniquely vibrant and 
creative. Th e only problem is that 
the second I left the theater, I lost 
all emotion and care for the fi lm 
that seemed to be rallying against 
that exact thing. I liken this fi lm to 
cooking spray: tasty, but a bit off  
and completely non-stick.
ROTTENTOMATOES.COM
Jack Black and cassettes  (bet you haven’t seen those in a while) in Michel Gondry’s Be Kind Rewind.  
BY YAPHET MURPHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
In honor of Black History Month, 
the McCollough Sons of Th under 
performed in Baruch Performing 
Arts Center’s Engleman Recital Hall 
on Wednesday, Feb. 20.
Th ose in attendance witnessed 
(and participated in) a rousing per-
formance unlike any I’ve had the 
pleasure of seeing at Baruch Col-
lege so far. An evening that began 
with Proff essor Eugene Marlow, co-
chair of the Milt Hinton Jazz Per-
spectives Committee, reminding us 
of the primal origins of art (30,000 
years and counting), characterizing 
it as “mankind’s fi rst expression of 
himself,” was propelled deeper and 
deeper into the depths of soul as 
brass and wind instruments repeat-
ed screams and rhythms in ever 
faster loops, calling all to let every-
thing go and allow themselves to be 
carried away with the music.
Th is was gospel jazz, African 
worship style. Th roughout the 
night’s performance, leader of the 
McCollough Sons, Elder Edward 
Babb, was as much gospel preach-
er as bonafi de musician. He let us 
know early that they were going to 
play, we were going to clap and, by 
the end of the night, we were all go-
ing to dance.
And boy could they play. De-
spite the band’s ranks being halved 
due to an auto accident en route to 
Baruch, forcing some members to 
the hospital for examination, the 
six did that arrive (a seventh, Babb’s 
son, arrived mid-performance to 
great joy and relief) wasted no time 
in introducing us to the might and 
power of a well-coordinated brass 
band.
Five of the members held horns; 
the other two played drums. Th ese 
weren’t Kenny G. horns; these were 
“Let Th e Saints Go Marching In” 
full-scale New Orleans-style brass 
band horns. Th e tempo started high 
and escalated from there. After the 
fi rst song, titled “He Touched Me,” 
Babb walked about onstage shak-
ing his head and wondering how 
we all could still be sitting in our 
seats. By the end of the second set, 
that was no longer an issue. Th e au-
dience had gone from polite hand 
clapping and foot tapping to all 
out dancing, clapping, stomping, 
standing and shouting.  It was all 
induced by Babb who left the stage, 
horn in hand, to “walk amongst 
us.”
In a hall described, by New 
York Times music critic Anthony 
Tommasini, was “an ideally inti-
mate hall” and “a perfect hall for 
chamber music,” every note came 
through pitch clear. And when the 
music stopped between sets, you 
could literally hear a pin drop.
It’s been a week and I can still 
hear the horns screaming — and 
Babb looking beyond the sky and 
wailing, “He’s real ...  I know he’s 
real.” Now that’s gospel.
Sons of Thunder: Dual perspectives
BY JUSTIN FRITZ
STAFF WRITER
Th e concert itself was fi rst and 
foremost an affi  rmation that music, 
with real musicians playing their 
own music, still survives despite 
the American Idol monopoly that 
continues to overwhelm a large 
part of the music industry.
Th e leader of the festivities was 
Elder Edward Babb, the group’s 
bandleader, who gives the trom-
bone the same solo appeal that 
Coltrane and Miles gave their re-
spective instruments, and could be 
described as the “reverend of the 
Church of Music.”
At times, he could make the 
thing scream dizzying notes that 
shook the entire concert hall, with 
the trombone fl ailing wildly from 
side to side in an almost spiritual 
invocation.
Often, between songs, he re-
frained to “preach,” the tone of 
which was more celebration of life 
than Sunday school rhetoric.
Th e group, which consisted of 
three trombones, a tuba and two 
drummers often took turns at the 
helm while Babb ran up and down 
the aisles, often ordering even the 
most elderly to get up and dance, if 
for nothing else, the mere fact that 
we were blessed enough to do so. 
With history spanning decades, 
it was amazing to see such a fi gure 
still “shouting” such deep music 
from the depths of his soul that it 
makes modern musicians seem 
lazy and uninspired.
At about the midpoint of the 
concert, two young sisters from 
the group’s regular gig: Th e United 
House of Prayer for All People in 
Harlem, came up and gave two 
heart-wrenching acapella hymns 
that were projected with an other-
worldly intonation and range.
As the last song of the evening 
began, almost the entire crowd had 
fi lled the open space in front of the 
stage, with students, faculty and all 
other concertgoers rubbing elbows 
and dancing to that intoxicating 
4/4 that was held often for 10 to 15 
minutes at a time with metronome 
precision by the rhythm section.
To those who, like me, are used 
to traditional concerts, in which 
the performer keeps their distance 
on a stage and the audience claps 
only at the end of the song, the Mc-
Cullough Sons of Th under shat-
tered all these preconceptions that 
even I was accustomed to.
When is the last time a band 
leader came marching up your aisle 
at a concert, in a dizzying array of 
carefully timed 1/8 notes, and then 
stopping only to ask you why you 
aren’t dancing?
When have you felt part of a sin-
gular groove, where audience par-
ticipation is just as important and 
inspiring as the performers them-
selves?
CTMD.ORG
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Get schooled in sex
BY TIMOTHY CHAN
COPY EDITOR
One look at the cover of, Boink: 
College Sex by the People Having It, 
and you’re probably going to have 
one of two reactions. 
One is that you’d write off  this 
book by the writers of Boink maga-
zine as corner store smut. You know 
the ones I mean: the ones in clear 
glossy wrap in the very top of the 
magazine rack with the promise of 
big jugs and jumbo-sized append-
ages on the cover. 
Th e other will be that you pick it 
up out of an uncontrollable sense 
of curiosity, as a result of the title or 
the classroom of naked students on 
the front cover.
In either case, you’d soon real-
ize that all of your preconceptions 
about this book are dead wrong. 
Sure, the glossy pictures of student 
models posing in sexually-themed 
positions are attention grabbers 
and the tasteful use of nudity is 
bound to turn some heads if you’re 
daring enough to read this book on 
the train, but the real core of this 
expansion on the hugely success-
ful student sex magazine Boink, is 
the uncensored, edgy and heartfelt 
stores of college love and sex.
Th e stories in Boink: College Sex 
by the People Having It for the most 
part are not your ordinary poke — 
and — yank stories, they are instead 
bare-boned descriptions of what it 
means to lust and love within the 
parameters of college life. 
Th e story “Sugar and Spice” il-
lustrates this best, throwing the 
reader into an emotional roller 
coaster of a girl’s foggy journey 
through the diff erences between 
love and lust, with a tearful ending 
that shows how the journey’s end 
doesn’t always hold the promises 
we wished for.
On the other hand, the book 
dives deep into the feelings behind 
the emotional emptiness of casual 
sex and the loneliness of waiting for 
love. 
Th e story “Virginity, or Lack 
Th ereof” is a vivid description of 
the race for college males to lose 
their virginity and a deep look into 
the emotional consequences of 
those actions. 
Th e story “Shattered,” is a heart-
wrenching look into a young wom-
an’s loveless sexual exploits, in a 
futile eff ort to fi ll the void left by her 
murdered boyfriend.
Boink: College Sex by the People 
Having It has 22 stories featuring 
such intensity and raw emotional 
confessionals that as a reader you 
can’t help but applaud the courage 
of these writers, for delving so deep 
into the human element of love and 
sex.
Boink magazine started at Bos-
ton University, when a group of stu-
dents decided to create a diff erent 
kind of sex publication. 
Th e result was a refreshingly real 
publication of student sex, featur-
ing fi ction and non-fi ctional stories 
next to real photos of student mod-
els, catering to guy, girl, straight, 
gay and bisexual.
It is important to understand 
that Boink is still operating under 
opposition from social conserva-
tives, religious organizations and 
overly zealous media, and has 
since been distanced from Boston 
University. 
According to Boink, other col-
leges, such as New York’s Wag-
ner College and the University of 
Southern Mississippi have taken 
negative actions to remove sex-re-
lated materials, even an article as 
benign as “Orgasms: do you fake 
it?” from their school newspapers. 
Conservative groups at Boston 
College and Georgetown Univer-
sity have even denounced student 
publications for showing tolerance 
for sexual experimentation, homo-
sexual, bisexual and transgender 
individuals and lifestyles.
Aren’t we at the point of social 
evolution that school administra-
tors, journalists, religious groups 
and conservatives can realize that 
college students come in all diff er-
ent kinds of lifestyles, are engaging 
in sex and have informed opinions 
about our carnal desires?
To learn more or help the cause, 
visit get-boinked.com.
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BY ANA DEL ROSARIO
BPAC CORRESPONDENT 
We welcome March with a 
recapitulation of string music. 
On Wednesday, March 5 at 8 
p.m., Repast Ensemble will 
perform a program featuring 
200 years of glorious four-part 
string music, beginning with 
the conservative Renaissance 
and culminating with the ex-
traordinary Classic period. 
To experience the transi-
tion from one musical period 
to the next, come join the Re-
past Ensemble in this marvel-
ous journey for free.
If you still want more, don’t 
worry because we have it! On 
Th ursday, March 6 at 6 p.m. 
for absolutely no cost, get 
ready for an astonishing inter-
pretation of romantic period 
music with the internation-
ally acclaimed performers 
Alec Chien (piano) and Ser-
giu Schwartz’s (violin). Come 
and discover the colors of De-
bussy’s impressionist music, 
the arch-conservativeness of 
Brahms and the versatility of 
Smetana’s works through the 
hands of these awesome mu-
sicians. 
For those who want to ex-
plore a more contemporary 
world, keep track of BPAC’s 
new concert series: 55 Under-
Ground. Th is will be a succes-
sion of spectacular presenta-
tions of musicians who, with 
their original and varied com-
positional styles, will take your 
breath away. BPAC invites you 
on Th ursday, March 6 at 1:15 
p.m. to interact with one of the 
55 Underground performers. 
Meet Cynthia Lin, a solo 
acoustic guitarist with a 
unique blend of jazz and folk. 
Enjoy free a brief performance, 
as a prelude to her concert on 
Saturday, March 29, followed 
by a Q-and-A with the art-
ist accompanied by refresh-
ments.  
Don’t miss out on Friday 
and Saturday, March 7 and 8 at 
8 p.m., for only $12 a ticket, the 
music of Ari Hest and Break of 
Reality. 
Is it hard to make up your 
mind? Well, let me give you a 
hand. If what you want is to 
spend an evening full of pow-
erful and refl ective acoustic 
style, Ari Hest is your choice. 
His soft-spoken sensibility 
surrounded by the seductive 
melody of his guitar will take 
you through a range of emo-
tions. 
Nevertheless, if what you 
are really looking for is some-
thing more extravagant and 
less sweet, come and experi-
ence the music of Break of 
Reality. Th is is a group of four 
young artists who consistently 
challenge traditional expec-
tations and unify confl ict-
ing genres. I’m referring, of 
course, to three cellists and 
one percussionist who com-
bine the beauty of classical 
music with the energy of rock 
music. 
Finally, to end the week 
there will be a special treat for 
those who want a change of 
pace. Th is weekend for simply 
$20 per ticket, BPAC brings 
you the New York Circus Arts 
Academy. 
Th is Saturday, March 8 at 3 
p.m. and 7 p.m.; and Sunday, 
March 9 at 3 p.m., let them 
amuse you with their highly 
developed and intense acro-
batic demonstrations.
Don’t let the week pass 
without taking advantage of 
these great performances. Re-
lax, you deserve it. 
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Broadway parodies are Forbidden 
BY NICOLE LEE
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Many people refrain from seeing 
a Broadway show, making fun of its 
over-the-top nature, silly costumes, 
overly dramatic acting and high-
pitched, cheesy show tunes. For-
bidden Broadway takes this stance 
to the extreme, parodying various 
current Broadway shows. 
Th is off -Broadway show, which 
changes every year, began in Janu-
ary 1982 when an unemployed ac-
tor, Gerard Alessandrini, wrote a 
show of musical parodies to show-
case his talents. Forbidden Broad-
way:  Rude Awakening is the series’ 
25th anniversary edition.
No show is safe from the hilari-
ous and refreshingly witty musi-
cal commentary by a very talented 
quartet of actors including Jared 
Bradshaw, Janet Dickinson, Valerie 
Fagan and Michael West. Two of 
this season’s actors have had stints 
on Broadway, which makes the 
parodies of the various Broadway 
shows much more humorous. One 
song parodied the revival of Les 
Miserables, whose stage sets were 
located on a revolving wheel. With 
the turn of the wheel came a new 
scene and a great song from Val-
erie Fagan, who poked fun at the 
amount of time the character Fan-
tine has between her scenes up-
stage on the “scene wheel.” Fagan, 
who has portrayed Fantine on the 
National Tour of Les Mis sang, “up-
stage where it’s dark, there’s no one 
to talk to but stare at the clock.” 
Disney was a prominent target 
throughout the show, ripped for 
its commercial and cartoonish ele-
ments. During one scene, Michael 
West mimicked the baboon in Th e 
Lion King. His costume was draped 
with Disney merchandise, includ-
ing plush toys of the company’s 
various cartoon characters (many 
not even related to Th e Lion King), 
singing “visuals replace content — 
when songs are rotten, wear some 
cotton.” Another scene poked fun 
at the lead actress in Th e Little Mer-
maid who marks her Broadway de-
but as a fi sh, “dressed like a worm, I 
squirm like an otter.”
Another scene satirized the use 
of microphones and sound eff ects 
to mask actors with weak voices 
in Phantom of the Opera. Dressed 
as the masked Phantom, one of 
the actors remarked, “When I am 
slightly under-pitched, fl ip the re-
verb switch.” 
It helps to have seen or have a 
slight familiarity with the current 
season of Broadway shows to ap-
preciate the jokes and humor of 
Forbidden Broadway. Even long-
time theater-goers should enjoy a 
little light humor about the nature 
of Broadway shows these days. Th e 
pervading, overall theme of Forbid-
den Broadway: Rude Awakening 
seems to be the negative evolution 
of Broadway and the fact that many 
good shows are destroyed in favor 
of revivals and cartoons.
Th e show ended with a skit pok-
ing fun at Spring Awakening, the in-
spiration for Forbidden Broadway’s 
current title. Aside from mocking 
the confusion over one woman 
playing multiple adult female roles, 
and the explicit content of the 
show’s plot and song lyrics, the cast 
argues for audiences to give it a try. 
Forbidden Broadway, which is 
like Mad TV or Saturday Night Live 
on Broadway, is a showcase of great 
talent and clever writing. And as 
the show’s website states, “As long 
as Broadway and Hollywood exist, 
there will be a Forbidden, poking, 
prodding, teasing, pleasing, jeer-
ing and cheering, but always with 
love.”
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Last Sunday, Feb. 24, the Acade-
my Awards celebrated its 80th year 
at the Kodak Th eatre at Hollywood 
& Highland Center. Hosted by Jon 
Stewart, the Oscars honored 
fi lms from 2007. 
Daniel Day-Lewis won 
best actor for his role of Dan-
iel Plainview in Th ere Will 
Be Blood. Best actress 
went to Marion Cotillard 
for her portrayal of Edith 
Piaf, the famous French 
singer, in La Vie en Rose. 
Javier Bardem won best 
supporting actor for play-
ing Anton Chigurh in “No 
Country for Old Men.” Tilda 
Swinton received best sup-
porting actress for her role 
of Karen Crowder in Michael 
Clayton. 
No Country for Old 
Men earned the coveted 
best picture honor 
and its directors, Joel 
and Ethan Coen, won 
best director. 
Th e Coen broth-
ers also received 
the Oscar for 
adapted screen-
play for No Coun-
try for Old Men, as it 
was adapted from a nov-
el by Cormac McCarthy. Best 
original screenplay went to Diablo 
Cody for Juno. 
Ratatouille was named best ani-
mated feature. Th e Oscar for best 
animated short fi lm went to Peter 
and the Wolf and the best live ac-
tion short honor was given to Le 
Mozart des Pickpockets (Th e Mo-
zart of Pickpockets.
Taxi to the Dark Side, which 
looks into the practices of torture 
in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Guantá-
namo Bay, won best documentary 
feature. Freeheld, the story of a dy-
ing woman’s fi ght to have her pen-
sion benefi ts go to her life partner, 
received the best documentary 
short subject honor. 
Th e Oscar for best foreign 
language fi lm went to Th e 
Counterfeiters, becoming the 
fi rst win for Austria. 
Th e Bourne Ultimatum 
collected the Oscars for 
every category it was 
nominated in: fi lm edit-
ing, sound editing, and 
sound mixing. In addi-
tion, the team from Th e 
Golden Compass won the 
Oscar for best visual eff ects. 
Dario Marianelli earned 
the Oscar for original score 
for his work in Atonement. 
Th e original song honor 
went to Glen Hansard and 
Marketa Irglova for their 
song “Falling Slowly” 
from the fi lm Once. 
Th e Oscar for best 
art direction went to 
Sweeney Todd: Th e 
Demon Barber of 
Fleet Street, with 
Dante Ferretti win-
ning for art direc-
tion and Francesca 
Lo Schiavo winning 
for set decoration. Rob-
ert Elswit received the Oscar for 
best cinematography for his work 
for Th ere Will Be Blood. 
In addition, Alexandra Byrne 
won the Oscar for costume design 
for Elizabeth: Th e Golden Age. Th e 
Oscar best makeup went to Didier 
Lavergne and Jan Archibald for La 
Vie en Rose. 
For more information on the 















Off  the coast of the Arctic Circle, 
across a tundra, lies one of the most 
impenetrable security vaults ever 
developed. Secured by motion de-
tectors, steel air-locked doors, not 
to mention roaming polar bears, 
the vault is carved into a mountain-
side and houses one of earth’s most 
precious commodities: seeds.
Th e Svalbard Global Seed Vault, 
or the “doomsday” vault, as coined 
by the media, is a conservation 
vault designed to store up to 2 bil-
lion crop seeds, collected from 
around the globe.
Th e purpose of such a grand feat 
is to secure a diversity of food crops 
that may potentially be destroyed 
by global warming, natural disas-
ters and nuclear warfare.
Construction began in the sum-
mer of 2006, under the collab-
orative direction of the Norwegian 
government and the Global Crop 
Diversity Trust, founded in 2004, 
and was offi  cially open for use on 
Tuesday, Feb. 26.
Dug 135 meters into a moun-
tainside on the Norwegian island 
of Svalbard, the vault operates at 
temperatures of minus 18 degrees 
Celsius (minus 0.4 degrees Fahren-
heit), ensuring the longevity of the 
seeds up to hundreds, and at times 
thousands, of years depending 
on the type of crop. Th e seeds are 
contained in three highly secured 
rooms stationed at the edge of a 
125-meter tunnel and preserved 
in specially designed four-ply foil 
packets.
“We believe the design of the fa-
cility will ensure that the seeds will 
stay well-preserved even if forces 
such as global warming raise tem-
peratures outside the facility,” said 
Magnus Bredeli Tveiten, project 
manager for the Norwegian gov-
ernment.
Th e entire construction of the 
project has been estimated at $9.1 
million and is said to be a small 
price to pay for “securing biologi-
cal diversity for future generations,” 
said the Norwegian prime minister, 
Jens Stoltenberg.
Th e vault operates similarly to 
a bank, where although Norway 
owns the vault, the countries own 
the seeds they deposit and can use 
them as needed, free of charge.
Although the vault acts as an 
“insurance policy” for seed crops 
against global catastrophe, access 
to the vault will also provide a fu-
ture back up supply for seed banks 
around the world, on the chance 
that they experience mismanage-
ment, equipment failures and cuts 
in funding.
Hundreds of countries, includ-
ing the United States, have con-
tributed seeds to the conservation 
project, with crops ranging from 
carrots to wheat.
In war-stricken countries like 
Iraq and Afghanistan, seed banks 
suff er heavy losses, and with the 
construction of Th e Svalbard Glob-
al Seed Vault, the survival of these 
seeds is ensured and safeguarded 
for future uses.
Cary Fowler, the executive di-
rector of the Global Crop Diversity 
Trust, remarks that “crop diversity 
will soon prove to be our most po-
tent and indispensable resource for 
addressing climate change, water 
and energy supply constraints and 
for meeting the food needs of a 
growing population.”
Although the idea for vaulted 
seed banks dates as far back as the 
1980s, it only became a possibil-
ity after the International Treaty 
on Plant Genetic Resources was in-
stituted in 2004. Th e treaty aims at 
guaranteeing food security through 
the conservation, exchange and 
sustainable use of the world’s plant 
genetic resources, as well as the fair 
and equitable sharing that will arise 
from its use.
With our insecurities of global 
warming and nuclear warfare, 
if parts of our planets burst into 
fl ames attributed to some catastro-
phe, at least we’ll have confi dence 
that our seed supply will be intact.
BY VRITI SARAF
SCIENCE EDITOR
In the eyes of most students and 
employers, Baruch College, being a 
business-oriented school, can only 
provide advanced degrees in sub-
jects such as fi nance and account-
ing.
Many students arrive here with 
the mentality that they encompass 
their parents’ 
business prow-
ess, will be able 
to easily discern 
between an as-
sets class and 




a good portion 
of these students realize that such 
interests have not, in fact, been en-
graved onto them and stray from 
the conventions of business.
Baruch’s natural sciences de-
partment is one place that some of 
these students fi nd refuge. Current-
ly, Baruch does not list such sub-
jects as biology and chemistry as 
offi  cial majors. It is in the nature of 
scientists to pursue their objective 
relentlessly and, for this reason, the 
buzz of the Ad-hoc major reverber-
ates throughout the 17 Lexington 
building halls.
Th e Ad-hoc major allows stu-
dents to combine subjects from two 
departments and create a major of 
their own, such as a biochemistry 
or bio-psychology major. Th e suc-
cess stories continually emerging 
from Baruch’s science students 
have dawned a new light on Ba-
ruch, opening the eyes of employ-
ers everywhere.
Diana Kachan, senior major-
ing in biochemistry with the CUNY 
B.A. program, started off  at Baruch 
as a business major and found that 
her passion for biology and chem-
istry far exceeded her interests in 
business. She is the president of the 
Bio-Med Club and is currently in-
volved in research at both Mt. Sinai 
hospital and Baruch.
Th e Bio-Med society, a club for 
students majoring in natural sci-
ence subjects, brings renown re-
searchers from universities and 
hospitals to Baruch to speak about 
their research and enlighten stu-
dents on topics from medical 
research to applying to medical 
schools. Th is club events provide 
science students with a common 
meeting ground and mutual sup-
port.
At Mt. Sinai, Kachan assists Dr. 
Maria Diverse in the department of 
pharmacology, studying the role of 
calcium channels in signal transfer 
between nerve cells of chicken em-
bryos to evaluate possible methods 
of pain relief.
At Baruch, Kachan researches 
under Dr. Edward Tucker, a fairly 
new gem in the organic crown of 
the Natural Sciences department. 
Dr. Tucker earned his Ph.D. at the 
University of Calgary, did post-
doctoral fellowships there and at 
Harvard Medical School, was a 
research associate at Cornell Uni-
versity and taught at the New York 
Botanical Garden.
Dr. Tucker, Kachan and another 
researcher are studying cell-to-cell 
transport in plants, light receptor 
pathways and the way in which 
they can be manipulated via inter-
action with diff erent UV and visible 
lights.
Th is is the basis of Kachan’s the-
sis which will be sent out to medical 
schools for her MD. Equipped with 
her degree in chemistry and biolo-
gy from Baruch College, she aspires 
to continue with medical research 
and become a neurologist.
With experienced, accom-
plished professors, small personal 
classes and highly motivated stu-
dents, Baruch’s reputation, in the 
coming years, will inevitably in-
clude the success of our liberal arts 
program spewing successful doc-
tors and scientists in addition to 
analysts and accountants.
Science
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Growing hope after doomsday
Joke of the Week . . .
Q: Why do chemists call helium, curium and barium the medical 
elements?




When we think of bacteria, 
we usually think of the E. coli 
bacteria infecting our meats or the 
Staph infection attacking immune 
systems. We consider all bacteria to 
be harmful and strive to avoid all of 
it. In reality, not only can we never 
kill all of it, but we also need it to 
survive.
It is believed that bacteria are 
what created life on this planet. 
When the earth was boiling like a hot 
water bath, these microorganisms 
were the first living species to 
inhabit it and start our cycle of life. 
Scientists have found that these 
were our earliest ancestors.
Escherichia coli O157:H7 is 
a strain that is very harmful to 
humans. There is also a strain of E. 
coli living in the caecum, a pouch 
that breaks down food to make 
vitamins that we cannot naturally 
synthesize. They are imperative for 
our survival.
Without bacteria, we would 
have garbage piled up everywhere 
all over the planet. We use bacteria 
to break down the organic trash we 
throw out so it can be consumed 
again, back into the planet.
Researchers at the University 
of Nottingham, in the United 
Kinddom are now using bacteria 
to filter water and improve water-
cleaning technology, with a process 
called bioremediation.
The tiny bacteria function as 
pores and process the metal and 
oil contaminants in industrial 
liquid waste. This process can turn 
contaminated water into clean, 
possibly drinkable water. The waste 
itself can be used as fuel.
The use of bacteria to refine 
water is more efficient than 
current artificial membrane 
technology since current methods 
lose efficiency over time. When 
contaminants accumulate in the 
artificial pores, they are hard to 
clean out because they need to be 
removed from the system. With 
bioremediation, the accumulation 
can be cleaned within the closed 
system. This method could 
provide unlimited water resources, 
especially due to its lower 
maintenance costs.
Microbial genera, another type 
of bacteria, do a lot of recycling in 
nature. They replenish the nitrogen 
and carbon cycles. They provide 
food and nutrients for other species 
to flourish in. We use microbes 
to understand how and why we 
synthesize organic matter in our 
bodies. We also use them to make 
new drugs to help fight infections 
in our bodies.
There are hundreds of bacterial 
species in nature. We have them 
on our skin, inside of us and 
everywhere in our environment.
To say that bacteria are bad is an 
incorrect statement. Some bacteria 
are lethal, but most are quite useful 
in the life cycle. From medications, 
to biological understanding, to 
bioremediation, bacteria are 
essential for life.
Not everyday E. coli: 
bacteria filters water




Th e G-spot has achieved 
a nearly mythological status 
among the various parts of the 
female anatomy. It is a tangible 
component of the body that 
some believe exist, but until 
now, no one has been able to 
provide biological confi rma-
tion concerning its location. 
Studies trying to determine 
its exact position have been 
so contradictory that many 
experts, much to the hypo-
thetical relief of sheepishly 
discomfi ted men, refuse to ac-
knowledge its existence.
 Italian scientist Emmanu-
elle Jannini has not only net-
ted this veritable Loch Ness 
monster of the gynecological 
world, but has also found out 
that what once was regarded 
as a fabled Holy Grail of sexual 
legend is, in all probability, 
just a shiny cup.
As reported in Th e New Sci-
entist, Jannini confi rms that 
the G-spot is, in fact, a tactile 
part of the female reproductive 
organ, but that many women 
simply do not have one.
In central Italy at the Uni-
versity of L’Aquila, Jannini 
conducted ultrasound testing 
on certain key areas of the va-
gina for a control group of 11 
women who do not experi-
ence vaginal orgasms and for a 
variable group of nine women 
who do.
Th e pivotal diff erence was 
a prominent disparity in the 
thickness of tissue specifi cally 
located on a certain area on 
the front of the vaginal wall, 
behind the urethra.
Also this same area was 
found to have a conspicuously 
large amount of a particular 
enzyme that is partially re-
sponsible for triggering male 
erections called PDEs (Phos-
phodiesterase).
Although Jannini, admits 
that his sample was too small 
to draw any defi nite conclu-
sion, he stated that the evi-
dence unequivocally indicates, 
“women without any visible 
evidence of a G-spot cannot 
have a vaginal orgasm.”
Some skeptics argue that 
the segment alleged by Janni-
ni to be the G-spot, is actually 
part of the internal section of 
the clitoris. Tim Spector of St. 
Th omas’ Hospital in London 
said to New Scientist, “Many 
other explanations are pos-
sible — such as the actual size 
of the clitoris, which, although 
not measured in this study — 
appears to be highly variable.”
In 2005, Spector provided 
alternative explanations prov-
ing that 45 percent  of the 
variation in women’s ability to 
reach orgasm is explained by 
their genetic variations.
Psycho-sexual therapist 
Colin Holt put the whole con-
troversy in a more mature light, 
stating, “People should not get 
hung up on the idea they’re 
lacking it … most women still 
orgasm through clitoral stimu-
lation.”
No matter how you slant 
it, though, a new weapon has 
been rolled out for both op-




Through bioremediation,  bacteria 




































11 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.
(Tuesday and Wednesday)
Raffl  e for Relay for Life
Alpha Phi Delta
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)





12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Crochet Demonstration: 
Brett Bara, Editor-in-Chief, 
Crochet Today Magazine & 
Host of PBS Series “Knit & 
Crochet Today”
Women’s History Month 
Celebration
Room 3-160 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. to 2 p.m.
KPMG
Accounting Society, ALPFA, Beta 
Alpha Psi, NAASA & NABA 
Room 3-160 (NVC)




1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
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The Nisanov Zone
Jewish Student Alliance 
Room 3-249 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Women in Rwanda: SPA 
Prof. Sarah Ryan, and MPA 
candidates A. Balocating, S. 
Ohno, D. Saju, and J. Walker
Women’s History Month 
Celebration
Room 14-220 (NVC)
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Party for a Purpose
Relay for Life
Room 1-107 (Multipurpose) 




12:40 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Ernst & Young Panel
Women’s History Month 
Committee
Room 3-165 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.
STD & HIV Testing and 
Counseling
Ryan-NENA Community Health 
Center; Women’s History Month
Room 3-125 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Learn How to Get to the Top 




12:40 p.m. to 2:20 p.m.
Becker CPA Review
Zicklin Accounting Society & 
Zicklin Tax Society
Room 9-145 (NVC)
12:40 p.m. to 2:20 p.m.
The More You Know: HPV & 
HIV Awareness Discussion
Ryan-NENA Community Health 
Center; Women’s History Month 
Room 3-215 (NVC)
6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Latina Women in Media: B. 
Batista, A. Gorrio, C. Morales 
and Gloria B.; The Spanish 
Broadcasting System 
Room 1-107 (Multipurpose)
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Modeling Practice
CSA, SOCA & WICC 
Room 2-125 (NVC)
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
General Meeting 
Kappa Phi Lambda
Room 3-210 (NVC) 




6:45 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Chapter Meeting 
Zeta Phi Beta
Room 3-240 (NVC) 
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Blood Drive Sign-Up
Offi  ce Student Life and the NY 
Blood Drive
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Kabalah 101 
Jewish Student Alliance 
Room 3-240 (NVC)
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.
Information
Golden Key International 
Honour Society
2nd Floor Triangle Area (NVC)
4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
(Tuesday from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m.; 
Wednesday from 1 p.m. to 2 
p.m.; Thursday from 11:30 a.m. 
to 12:30 p.m.)
Club Promotion
Gay Lesbian and Straight 
Society
Second Floor Lobby (NVC)
4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
(Tuesday from 12:30 p.m. to 
5 p.m.)
Submit your event listings to leisure@theticker.org
BY ELYSSA MALDONADO 
AND HELEN KWON
LEISURE EDITOR AND COPY EDITOR
Signing onto Facebook, you 
notice on the mini-feed that your 
boyfriend of four months has just 
changed his relationship status 
to single. Confused and hurt, you 
dial his number, only to get his 
voice mail. 
Th is would be a modern ex-
ample of a bad break up. With 
technology so advanced, break 
ups have become very imper-
sonal.
Relationships are diffi  cult to 
begin with; who really wants to 
deal with a nasty break up? To 
avoid an uncomfortable break-
up, people tend to take the easy 
way out, not thinking of the other 
person’s feelings. In reality, they 
are hurting the other person 
more because they are not being 
honest.
Here are some prime exam-
ples of bad breakups: 
Text messaging: Quick, easy 
and painless (for you) with-
out dealing with the other 
person’s reaction. 
Facebook/MySpace: Simple 
and easy to show aff ection, 
but easier to be blocked and 
deleted. 
Cat Fight: Telling your new 
girlfriend to tell your soon-
to-be ex-girlfriend that it’s 
over. 
Communication: Cut off  all 






Streets: After a nice evening 
with your signifi cant other, as 
you two are walking home he 
or she tells you “I don’t think 
it’s going to work.”
To avoid being caught in these 
situations, the best thing to do is 
just be honest.
We understand it’s not easy 
telling the other person you’ve 
lost interest. It will save the trou-
ble of sticking it out and eventu-
ally the other person will move 
on. 
Th e best way to break up with 
a person is by telling them in 
person. It can be in a crowded 
restaurant  or at the park, as long 
as it’s somewhere neutral. Don’t 
forget to state the reasons. If you 
don’t, the person may not really 
get it through their head that it’s 
over. Also, if one of the reasons 
that you’re breaking up with 
someone is because he or she is a 
bad kisser, or any reason related 
to this issue, tell a white lie. What 
good will it do to tell them that 
they just don’t appeal to your 
fancy? 
And please, while your break-
ing up, do not use lines like “We 
can still be friends,” “It’s not you, 
it’s me,” because people don’t 
really mean it. Th is is another 
cop out of the breakup. Th ese 
lines are irritating and mislead-
ing, because they will think it’s 
their fault and start blaming 
themselves. 
•




One of the greatest things about 
living in New York City is the oppor-
tunity to try new, exotic cuisines. 
Indonesian food is an example of a 
fun, new cuisine to try. With only a 
handful of Indonesian restaurants 
in New York City, Indonesian food 
is one of the more exotic cuisines 
that are not easy to come by. Yet, 
Sanur restaurant is one good place 
to try authentic cuisine from this 
Southeast Asian country.
Located on a small street in Chi-
natown that is almost impossible 
to fi nd, Sanur is a no-frills, hole-
in-the-wall spot. Th e restaurant 
is housed in the basement of the 
building, and the cluttered upstairs 
fl oor serves as an indistinguishable 
take-out spot/extra area to prepare 
meals. 
Th e restaurant’s interior is very 
small and has a homey feel to it. 
Th e restaurant’s walls are adorned 
with Indonesian paper decorations 
with cartoon characters on them. 
You can always fi nd the owner’s 
family chopping up vegetables 
on the largest table, which would 
remind you of your grandmother 
preparing vegetables in the kitch-
en. You’ll know you have found au-
thentic Indonesian cuisine, as it’s 
all about the food here and no need 
for anything fancy.
Indonesian food takes it infl u-
ences from Th ai and Malaysian 
food (which is also off ered on the 
menu). Yet, as compared to Th ai, 
I found the food to be not as spicy 
and the consistency of the curry 
not as thick. At the suggestion of 
my waitress, I fi rst tried “roti canai” 
($2), which is a pancake, though not 
round in shape. It has a free-form 
mountain-like shape and is paper-
thin and crunchy. You pull off  piec-
es and dip them into a delicious, 
mildly sweet curry sauce that has a 
very thin consistency like that of oil. 
Another recommended appetizer 
is the “gado-gado” salad ($4.95), 
which is a staple food of Indonesia. 
Th is consists of bean sprouts, green 
beans, lettuce, cucumbers, pieces 
of boiled egg, prawn crackers and 
sweet peanut sauce. Th is creates for 
an interesting mix of textures, and 
the crunchy and sweet end result is 
delicious.
Th e chicken satay (about $5) is a 
must try and is another staple of In-
donesian cuisine. Th is dish comes 
with fi ve skewers and, though list-
ed as an appetizer, it could easily 
be a meal. Th ere are few places in 
the city where you can fi nd such 
great bargains. Th e tender chicken 
is abundantly coated with a sweet 
peanut sauce that has bits of pea-
nut in it.
Moving on to entrees, the dried 
curry beef ($9.95) is tender. Th e 
beef is cooked in a coconut curry 
that is mixed with green peppers 
and is mildly spicy. Th e curry has a 
somewhat thin consistency and is 
not overpowering; thus, this allows 
you to really taste the fl avor of the 
beef. 
To accompany your food, order 
the Indonesian fried rice ($4.95). 
Th is rice is unique and tastes diff er-
ent from other types of Asian fried 
rice. 
Its unique fl avor lends itself to 
the very generous addition of soy 
sauce. It’s also mixed with shrimp, 
imitation crabmeat, fried tofu, 
peas, and then topped with fried 
egg that you cut away at. Th is heap-
ing portion of rice is big enough to 
serve two or three people.
Sanur is a great, bargain base-
ment restaurant. Its unbelievably 
low prices and delicious, heap-
ing amounts of food will leave you 
quite astounded.






From boring to rewarding
BORIS BERDICHEVSKIY I THE TICKER
Sanur
18 Doyers St. 
(between Bowery and Pell Sts.)
New York, NY 10013
(212) 267-0088
Subway: J, M, N, Q, R, W, Z, 6 to 
Canal Street
Breakup blues
SEX WITH ELYSSA & HELEN
n Work uniform: 




Offi  ces can be pretty fl at when 
it comes to their design and de-
sired dress code Th at doesn’t mean 
that when you pick out your offi  ce 
wardrobe you should aim to blend 
in to your environment. We’re in-
dividuals, not chameleons. As vi-
brant youths, we are entitled to 
dress with more pizzazz than our 
seniors. Let’s focus on offi  ce ward-
robe: what is appropriate, what 
isn’t and how you can renew your 
trade threads without looking like a 
Legally Blonde groupie.
THE GOOD: Th e below-men-
tioned pieces are essential to your 
work attire, whether you work at a 
morgue or whether the place you 
work just looks like one.
Men and Women: Slacks: Be 
they pin-striped, plaid or plain, 
are vital to your work gear. If you 
have to get two, get them in black 
and plaid. I suggest investing in a 
good, comfortable pair. When you 
try them on, take your time and sit 
with them while you’re trying them 
on. Th e most uncomfortable thing 
is wearing a pair of pants that ride 
up your crotch every 15 minutes.
V-neck sweater: serves several 
purposes. First, they hold warmth 
in your body, which is important 
considering some offi  ce tempera-
tures seem to have an aim to freeze 
their employees. Second, they 
make you look instantly profes-
sional when worn with your slacks. 
Lastly, sweaters can be worn alone 
or with a collared shirt under it. A 
V-neck will give the undershirt a 
chance to show its color, and at the 
same time, it hides the wrinkles you 
forgot to iron out of said blouse.
Women: Th e cardigan-sweater 
set: Th ere’s something about wear-
ing two pieces of clothes with the 
same color that makes you look 
quite charming and chic. One piece 
is a sweater, worn under; the other 
piece in the set, a cardigan, may be 
worn or draped over the shoulders. 
Th row this on with your Betty Rub-
ble necklace and you’re good to go.
Men: Th e colorful tie: Th is phallic 
symbol gives guys a needed boost 
when worn with a sweater or jacket. 
Also it adds character to a man.
THE BAD: Some offi  ces come 
with their own dress code, some 
don’t. However, there are certain 
things you should avoid wearing to 
work.
Sandals: Only wear this if it’s 
all right at work. Even then, closed 
sandals should be worn during the 
summer. Oh, and please get your 
feet groomed before you put these 
things on. Corns are only meant to 
be seen on a menu.
Political Shirt/Logo/Headband: 
Th ere are so many lawsuits out 
there nowadays; fi rms are really 
strict about anything that might of-
fend their client, another co-worker 
or their landlord. Unless you don’t 
mind walking into the offi  ce for “a 
talk,” I don’t suggest you wear one 
of those. If you feel strongly about 
it, stop at the local Starbucks, slip 
on the outfi t and wear it — proudly 
— on your way home.
THE UGLY: Once you’ve been 
there for a few months, you get 
pretty tired of the ol’ uniform. But 
experimentation with new things 
will always serve to keep the bland 
at bay. 
Women: pencil skirts are a great 
way to spruce up an outfi t. Also, 
try on vintage necklaces, alternat-
ing designs or buying a shirt you 
never thought you’d get. Ruffl  ed 
shirts augment the busty look while 
scarves can give you a thespian air. 
Oh, and don’t put dresses away! I 
highly recommend you get a fresh, 
bright dress — invest in it! Th e con-
fi dence and the comfort a good 
dress off ers is priceless.
Men: Don’t be afraid to try on a 
powerful color. Strong lavender, for 
example, can get you noticed and 
eventually promoted. Try to incor-
porate vintage/classic pieces into 
your outfi ts. Look back; think turn 
of the century. Suspenders and 
vests may not only sharpen your 
look, they are very appealing.
You don’t have to be an art stu-
dent or a hipster to be able to ex-
periment with your clothes. It is 
always good to keep your size and 
shape in mind when trying things 
on. And don’t force something 
when it’s not your style. 
On the same token, don’t stop 
yourself from buying something 
just because someone else thinks 
it’s not cool. As my mother always 
says, “Everything looks good on 
you when you’re young.”
This hole-in-the-wall restaurant in Chinatown serves tasty food at an aff ordable price.
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BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION
Chiresse Paradise, the Bearcats guard, is the 2008 CUNYAC tournament MVP. 
BY MARIANE ST-MAURICE
OPINION EDITOR
After conquering the CUNY 
Athletic Conference on Friday, Feb. 
22, the women’s basketball team is 
preparing to conquer many more 
teams in the NCAA tournament, in 
which their conference champion-
ship owned them a berth. Among 
the many talented players who 
make up this year’s team, one par-
ticularly stands out for the eff ort 
and talent she has contributed over 
the past four years. 
Chiresse Paradise moved from 
Chicago four years ago to attend 
Baruch, a decision that was greatly 
infl uenced by Head Coach Machli 
Joseph’s invitation and persistence. 
Although Paradise was sought af-
ter by many higher division teams, 
Joseph’s attitude won her over.
“He was persistent yet not too 
aggressive to turn me off ,” said 
Paradise. “He told me, ‘Wherever 
you are, if you’re meant to get looks 
you’ll get the looks.’” Th is convinced 
Paradise, and since has formed a 
relationship with her coach that 
she compares to having not only a 
coach and role model, but a broth-
er as well.
Since she made that decision, 
Paradise has not regretted it for one 
second. “If I had to do it all again, 
I would have picked Baruch even 
sooner,” she said. Her contribution 
to the team was a great one: she was 
awarded the title of CUNYAC tour-
nament MVP and was introduced 
in the last regular season game as 
one of the most infl uential players 
in Baruch history. 
And this can hardly be con-
tested. Paradise has been a consis-
tent force through her four years, 
leading the team and bringing a 
positive attitude to the game. Th is 
season only, her average was 14.1 
points per game, and she shot 48 
percent from the fi eld in confer-
ence play, according to an article 
on D3hoops.com, where she was 
recently featured. 
Th is past season was one that 
Paradise considered “very, very, 
very competitive as opposed to the 
past seasons.” And with reason. Th e 
Lady Bearcats faced four nationally 
ranked teams, including fourth-
seeded Messiah, who they beat. 
It was a season with the toughest 
schedule the team has ever had, 
and easily the toughest schedule in 
the CUNY Conference.
But the team can aff ord to take 
on such a tough schedule, as the 
caliber of their game is much high-
er than the rest of the CUNY teams. 
In fact, out of the 53 conferences 
in the region, CUNYAC is ranked 
53rd.
However, of the 500 teams that 
make up the region, Baruch is 
currently number 65, which “says 
something about us and where 
we’re headed,” said Paradise.
Of the unusually tough schedule 
the team had this season, she says: 
“We’re just really excited we have 
the ability to play with those top-
ranked teams and be competitive 
with them, and have the opportu-
nity to win. It’s put us right in the 
race for the championship.”
And by championship, Para-
dise isn’t referring to the CUNYAC 
championship, which the team 
breezed through, but the NCAA 
tournament.
She is optimistic about it, point-
ing out the fact that since the CU-
NYAC championship was a week 
before all the other conferences’ 
championships, the team gets an 
extra week of rest and preparation. 
“We get a chance to rest our body, 
rejuvenate, recuperate and say, ‘All 
right, let’s re-focus, let’s get into this 
like it’s a brand new season,’” said 
Paradise.
If the team enters the national 
championship the same way they 
faced the season that just ended, 
Paradise’s prediction might come 
true. “We’re looking into at least the 
elite eight,” she said confi dently, 
though not wanting to jinx it.
But although the NCAA cham-
pionship represents a new season, 
it also means that Paradise will be 
closer to the end of her college bas-
ketball career.  “I’m defi nitely going 
to miss it,” she said. “It never really 
hits you … but [I’m happy] to know 
that I made a diff erence, that I am 
part of this.”
Paradise has big plans for the 
future but, contrary to popular as-
sumptions, none include basket-
ball.
After graduating in May, she will 
take some time off  to herself, and in 
September will attend the New York 
Film Academy to pursue her dream 
of becoming a screenwriter. “I love 
[basketball] for what it gave me, but 
basketball is not all I do. Th ere’s 
much more to Chiresse Paradise.”
Paradise the conquerer
“I love [basketball] 
for what it gave me, 
but basketball is 
not all I do. There’s 










3/4 - Baruch @ City Tech, 6 p.m.
3/6 - Baruch @ New Haven, 7:30 p.m.
3/8 - CUNYAC Multi-Match, 3 p.m.
Check baruchathletics.com for infor-
mation on the NCAA Women’s bas-
ketball Div. III tournament.
Bringing home the bacon
BY ROSIE GENAO 
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
It was the classic comeback sto-
ry of a lifetime for the women’s bas-
ketball team. Th e most-anticipated 
day of the season had arrived — the 
day on which the Bearcats would 
take back the title from Lehman 
College as the CUNY Athletic Con-
ference basketball champions.  Th e 
71-60 conference victory marked a 
day of reckoning for last year’s re-
turning players and the culmina-
tion of a nearly fl awless season.
Loyal fans, family and friends 
made it out to City College despite 
the snowstorm that had blanketed 
the city streets earlier that Friday 
morning.
Alumni athletes donned their 
team jerseys in support of the 
Bearcats and even Baruch’s own 
President Kathleen Waldron was 
seated in the front row, rooting on 
the blue and white.
Baruch dominated the fi rst half 
and led throughout most of the 
game without giving Lehman the 
chance to catch its breath. By half-
time, the Bearcats led by 15 points 
with a score of 34-19.
Nonetheless, Lehman Light-
ning closed in on the lead during 
the second half, quickly inching 
their way towards the Cats. With 
just two minutes left in the game, 
Lehman was three points shy from 
the Bearcats.
Th e scoreboard displayed 63-
60, causing fans to stand up in 
shock and the Bearcats to see fl ash-
backs from last year’s heartbreak-
ing loss to Lehman. Still, the Cats 
held Lehman back and scored an 
additional eight points to round 
off  the night with a 71-60 win, all 
while maintaining the coolest of 
demeanors.
On the Bearcat side, stellar 
performances from conference 
all-stars Kaleia Davis, Dominique 
McClendon and Chiresse Paradise 
propelled the win. Instrumental 
in sealing the victory was one of 
Baruch’s latest weapons, Monique 
Salmon, whose energy reverber-
ated across the court and into the 
stands.
With a smile that stretched from 
ear to ear, Head Coach Machli Jo-
seph said, “Th is is what it’s about. 
We worked all year to get back to 
this point and get the trophy back. 
My team played with a lot of pas-
sion. I praise my team … they be-
lieved in our system.” Earlier in the 
season, Coach Joseph had coined 
this year’s team as a “dynasty team,” 
a term that surfaced again after the 
victory.
“[Th is is] just the beginning,” 
added senior Naesha Tyler-Moore. 
“Th ere’s a bigger goal and that’s to 
get to the NCAA tournament and 
make some noise in there.”
Games such as these are not just 
about the number of points racked. 
Lessons learned on the court can 
often be extrapolated beyond. Davis 
cited time management and keep-
ing one’s calm as being instrumen-
tal in this fi nal match. “Sometimes 
when everything goes haywire, you 
have to be relaxed. When you are 
relaxed, your team is relaxed,” she 
said.
Chiresse Paradise, who was 
named Most Valuable Player, still 
maintained a classic sense of hu-
mility, even after being awarded 
the MVP title for being at the fore-
front of the team’s success for years. 
“To pull it out and be able to come 
through for my team when it mat-
tered the most, I guess that’s what 
an MVP does. [You] play every 
game like it’s your last,” Paradise 
said.
With the victory, the Bearcats 
earned an automatic berth into the 
NCAA Division III Championship 
Tournament. Th eir fi rst contender 
in the NCAA tournament is to be 
announced on Monday, March 3.
Th e team ended the regular sea-
son with many accolades, among 
them the MVP title awarded to se-
nior Chiresse Paradise and Wom-
en’s Basketball Head Coach of the 
Year to Machli Joseph.
Dominique McClendon and 
Chiresse Paradise were named 
First Team All-Stars at this year’s 
CUNY Athletic Conference Awards 
luncheon, while sophomore Kaleia 
Davis was named Second Team All-
Star.
Now, with the regular season ti-
tle under their belt, the Bearcats are 
back at practice again for the post-
season. “Champions fi nd a way to 
get it done,” added Davis. “NCAA, 
here we come.”
BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION
The Lady Bearcats dodge the Lightning and bring home a CUNYAC championship.
Whether it’s setting lineups on 
your fantasy team, reading play-
ers’ news and statistics, deciding 
which free agent to add or enter-
taining trade off ers — when the 
baseball season is ongoing, one 
is always looking to improve their 
squad. 
Here are some important 
guidelines if you are drafting your 
fi rst fantasy baseball team or are 
still in pursuit of your fi rst cham-
pionship:
Don’t draft a pitcher not named 
Johan Santana in the fi rst round. 
Santana is the only pitcher in all 
of baseball that 
warrants a fi rst 
round selection 
on Draft Day. 
Other pitchers 




Jake Peavy and 
World Series 
Most Valuable Player Josh Beckett 
all put together fantastic seasons 
last year but Santana is on a level 
by himself and is the elite pitcher 
in all of Fantasy Baseball.  
Stay away from hitters that 
strike out consistently. Sure every-
one on Draft Day is targeting the 
game’s best sluggers, (Yankees 
third baseman Alex Rodriguez, 
Cardinals’ fi rst baseman Albert 
Pujols, Red Sox designated hitter 
David Ortiz, Angels’ outfi elder 
Vladimir Guerrero). 
But what makes them so valu-
able? Th ey hit for average, they hit 
home runs in barrages and they 
have high on base percentage. So 
what don’t they do? Th ey don’t 
strike out. Sure, players such as 
Phillies fi rst baseman Ryan How-
ard and Reds outfi elder Adam 
Dunn are fantastic options, but 
what hinders their value? Th ey 
strike out a ton and in leagues 
where you get penalized negative 
points for strikeouts, those points 
certainly add up. 
If you don’t mind experiencing 
those 0-4 with four strikeout per-
formances by your player every 
other day, then by all means draft 
Howard and/or Dunn. I’ll take 
Mariners outfi elder Ichiro Suzuki 
instead.
Good Luck to all fantasy base-
ball owners this year!






n Baseball team 
looks to improve 
their dismal 
pitching last season
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS 
STAFF WRITER
Can you feel it? Th e birds are 
starting to chirp, the sun is start-
ing to shine and the smell of con-
ditioned leather is fi lling the air.
Th is could mean only one 
thing: baseball is coming!
Th is year, the second under 
head coach and former profes-
sional baseball player Jose Torres, 
the Bearcats are looking to bounce 
back after a disappointing 2007 
season that saw them struggle to a 
9-25 (6-12 in conference) record.
Last season, the hitting cer-
tainly was not the problem.
Th e team batted at a combined 
.277 clip including 171 combined 
RBIs in only 34 games.
Th e power production was a 
problem though, the lone Bearcat 
home run came by CUNYAC 
All-Star Greg Polius, senior, in a 
Bearcat win.
Th e real problem for the 
Bearcats last season was pitching. 
Th e Bearcat pitchers as a whole 
gave up an astonishing 385 hits 
and 312 earned runs in 275.1 in-
nings pitched. All this translated 
into a 10.91 ERA.
Despite all the hardship last 
season, Baruch is looking to turn 
around their fortunes and they 
have two players who any team 
would love to build around.
Sophomore outfi elder David 
Chestnut was named the CUNY-
AC Baseball Rookie of the Year for 
his unbelievable fi rst season.
Chestnut, a transfer student 
from UVA, ranked third in the 
conference with a remarkable .414 
batting average.
Th e rookie also ranked second 
in hits (55), ninth in RBI’s (33), 
12th in on-base percentage (.470), 
10th in doubles (9) and 12th in to-
tal bases (64).
Another player the team looks 
to build around is senior P/OF 
Greg Polius. Polius was recog-
nized for his solid season by being 
named to the CUNYAC All-Star 
First Team.
In addition, he was also recog-
nized by the head baseball coach-
es in the state of New York by be-
ing named a Th ird Team All-Star 
with the ABCA/Rawlings All-New 
York Region Team. Polius batted 
.388 last season with 27 RBI’s and 
the teams only HR.
On top of that, he also led the 
team in ERA (4.59), complete 
games (7), innings pitched (68.2) 
and strike outs (67).
With these two building blocks 
and another season of coach-
ing under Coach Torres’ belt, Th e 
Bearcats are set to surprise some 
people this season and make a 
run at the CUNYAC title.
Th e Bearcats will play their fi rst 
game on March 6 against Wilkes, 
in Cocoa Beach, Fla.
